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Maximum service and optimal safety
Lell car dealership offers dependable service for your BMW in the Oberpfalz region
The Lell car dealership has been an authorized BMW dealer since 1982. At the
time the youngest authorized BMW dealer, J.B. Lell founded his business as
a small company, run by its proprietor.
Over the past 30 years, it quickly became an established point of contact in
the northern Oberpfalz region. Today,
there are Lell dealerships in six locations with more than 200 employees,
four of them are BMW dealerships in
the Oberpfalz and Upper Franconia
re gions. BMW and Mini dealerships
are located in Schwandorf, Wunsiedel,
Kümmersbruck and Weiden.

Just recently, the company was recognized for its excellent BMW repair
services. All service pro cesses were
evaluated ranging from making an appointment, providing customer service
to repair services. The Lell team achieved the amazing score of 99 percent.
Customer service and customer wishes are the number one priority at
all Lell car dealerships. Lell‘s unique
promise to the customer is to be fully committed to serving its customers
while constantly optimizing its services.
Lell car dealerships stand out because
of their excellent service, customer-

sion, until your car is ready, or, if it‘s
just a short repair, you wait at the car
dealership while enjoying a coffee and
free Wi-Fi access.

oriented consulting, professionalism,
dependability and customer trust. Our
highly qualified employees always
use the latest diagnostic and repair
techniques for the maintenance and
repair of your vehicle. Whether it is
Smart Repair, rim repair or a complete
make-over of your car to include tinting
the windows: Lell‘s service team provides fair service combined with high
expertise. lf your car has to be in the
shop for a longer period of time, Lell
offers you several solutions to keep you
mobile. You can either use the service
of getting a replacement vehicle, also
available with an automatic transmis

Getting car service or buying parts without having to pay taxes is especially
attractive for customers since Lell accepts VAT forms. Additionally, you may
pay with your credit card for your services directly at the car dealership.

BMW M5
Mileage: 10.6l/100 km (combined)
CO2-emissions: 242 g/km (combined)

THIS SERVICE KEEPS YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

Autohaus
J. B. LELL

www.lell-bmw.de

The Ultimate
Driving Machine®

In the Autohaus Lell car dealership our employees always provide you with reliable service and top level professionalism so that you can enjoy unlimited driving
pleasure. Our qualified English-speaking service consultants Mr Scheibe and Mr Pyka
are available to help you at our dealerships in both Weiden and Kümmersbruck.

WHAT THE LELL SERVICE PACKAGE INCLUDES FOR YOU.
▪ Good, fair service
▪ Competent consultants
▪ Service replacement vehicle with
automatic transmission
▪ Vehicle preparation /
full preparation
▪ Window tinting
▪ Smart Repair

▪
▪
▪
▪

Rim repair
Accident maintenance
Top terms
Purchase without tax through
the “VAT form”
▪ BMW and MINI Service
▪ Payment by credit card
▪ W-LAN for our customers

YOUR BMW AND MINI SERVICE CONTACT FROM LELL.

LELL´S
SERVICE.
FAIR. RELIABLE. FAST.

Alexander Pyka
BMW service consultant
Kümmersbruck dealership
+49 (0)9621/7710-11
alexander.pyka@lell-bmw.de

Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Zur Centralwerkstätte 5, 92637 Weiden
Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Vilstalstr. 25-29, 92245 Kümmersbruck

Mathias Scheibe
BMW service consultant
Weiden dealership
+49 (0)961/3003-70
mathias.scheibe@lell-bmw.de

www.lell-bmw.de
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Jutta Carrington-Conerly

I have moved
to Weiden!
Since March of 2022 you
will be able to reach me at
Law Office Lochmüller & Koll
Frauenrichter Straße 12
92637 Weiden
09641 - 3839
0961- 470 662-0
info@carrington.de
web

web
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Bavarian Minister
President visits
Grafenwoehr
Training Area

Photo Credit: U.S. Army photo by Markus Rauchenberger

41st FA LFX
at Grafenwoehr

Grafenwoehr, Germany – Minister President Markus Söder
had 4,000 pairs of white sausages, pretzels and 600 kilograms of
Obatzdn cheese served to the US soldiers in the supply tents at
Grafenwoehr Training Area. In addition to the Bavarian welcome
breakfast, Söder also made a clear commitment to unity and
determination regarding the partnership with the US and NATO.
When the first soldiers arrived at Nuremberg Airport, Minister
President Söder had promised a big white sausage breakfast.
The men and women of the 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team
of the 3rd Infantry Division from Fort Stewart, Ga. were amazed
when the "Minister President of the Free State of Bavaria" himself stood at the food counter.
"Actually, only the wheat beer is missing, but their generals had
something against that," joked Söder during his speech. He
thanked the US Army for its commitment, determination and
partnership. "They defend peace and freedom in the world,"
said Söder. Also sitting at the tables were the mayors of the
garrison towns of Grafenwoehr and Vilseck, Edgar Knobloch,
Hans Martin Schertl and other colleagues, Deputy County
Commissioner Albert Nickl and member of the state parliament
Dr. Stephan Oetzinger.

Bavarian Minister President Markus Söder, left, gives a fire
command during a 41st Field Artillery Brigade live fire exercise at the 7th Army Training Command’s Grafenwoehr Training Area, Germany, March 11, 2022. The deployment of U.S.
forces here is a prudent measure that underpins NATO’s collective war-prevention aims, defensive orientation and commitment to protect all Allies.

They talked with the soldiers and, in addition to the two-page
information sheet on the Weißwurst tradition, gave instructions
on how to “slice” the Bavarian delicacies. In a feat of strength,
the 8,000 white sausages were freshly produced in the Gugel
sausage factory in Grafenwoehr while the pretzels came from a
bakery in Weiden.
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U.S. Air Force B-52H
Stratofortress bombers
conduct low pass
flyovers of the
Grafenwoehr Training
Area, Germany

Photo Credit: U.S. Army photo by Spc. Elizabeth MacPherson

Small talk and information about the tradition of
the Weißwurst breakfast.

Bavarian white sausages served by the minister president himself.

Markus Söder also used the visit to Grafenwoehr for a brief
exchange of information with Gen. James C. McConville, the
Chief of Staff of the Army.
The highest ranking soldier of the US Army had come to Grafenwoehr directly from visiting the US troops stationed in Poland.
The additional soldiers now accommodated in the Grafenwoehr
camps are here to strengthen NATO's eastern flank. At motor park 26, Minister President Söder and the local politicians,
accompanied by the commander of the 7th US Army Training
Command, Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert, had an M1 Abrams battle
tank explained to them.

U.S. Air Force B-52H Stratofortress bombers conduct
low pass flyovers of the Grafenwoehr Training Area,
Germany, March 4, 2022. The B-52H's are manned
by crew members assigned to the 5th Bomb Wing
from Minot Air Force Base, North Dakota, and are
currently flying over Europe in support the United
States’ decision to increase its presence and activities in Europe as part of its strong and unremitting
commitment to our NATO allies and partners.

Sun Tanning Studio Grafenwoehr
SUN
VITAMIN D
RELAXATION
A LITTLE BREAK
FOR YOU

Söder also emphasized the close ties that exist between Bavaria and the US Army for 65 years now. “The largest land forces
of the US Army are here with us. The biggest maneuvers in
decades are now taking place in Grafenwoehr to show the defensiveness and determination of NATO and the West. Finally,
Söder attended artillery fire by the 41st Field Artillery Brigade
on the military training area.
| by Gerald Morgenstern
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Alte Amberger Str. 35
(200 m to Gate I)

OPENING HOURS:
Mo – Fr

7 a.m. – 8 p.m.

Sat, Sun- and
public holidays

9 a.m. – 8 p.m.

2.3 million dollar
investment in the
renovation of the
Schlatterweiher
dam
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- The renovation of the Schlatterweiher dam in the military training area has been completed.
The US Army invested 2.3 million US dollars in the fortification
of the dam, the weir system and rebuilt the emergency overflow.
The new dam structure of the largest body of water in the training area is now prepared to withstand a 100-year rain event.
Col. Christopher Danbeck, the commander of the US Army
Garrison Bavaria, welcomed representatives of the US construction department, the planning office and the executing company at the end of the construction work. Danbeck thanked
them for the good teamwork and the smooth and fast progress
of the construction project. "The replacement of the old dam
was necessary because a rupture could have led to flooding
as far as into the city of Grafenwoehr," he explained, explaining
the need for the reconstruction.
The storm water water drain of the Schlatterweiher runs into the
Thumbach river and directly into the Grafenwoehr city pond. "It
was very difficult and demanding because it was completed in
just four months during the winter," added Ulrich Lang, department chief at the State Construction Office Amberg-Sulzbach.
Two years ago work began on securing the old dam and compacting the old weir. For environmental reasons, the main work
had to be limited to the winter months, and shooting and other
training operations had to be restricted from November through
February.

A successful project is appraised. Col. Christopher
Danbeck and the companies involved are delighted
with the completion of the Schlatterweiher dam.

Work began on Nov. 1, 2021 with a specialist company searching and probing for old ammunition and duds. The water
level of the approximately 84-hectare pond was maintained by
a temporary dam in front of it, which was urgently needed for
ecological reasons. Harald Gollwitzer, head of the specialist
company based in Floß, was happy to have been awarded the
contract, which was his first at the military training area: "The
project was tailor-made for us, my people did an excellent job,"
he said.
17-meter-long sheet piling was installed, and the actual prefabricated weir structure made of concrete was lifted in place
using a mobile crane due to the weather conditions. The connections had to be made and an emergency drain with a rough
bed channel had to be built. The planning and construction
supervision was in the hands of the engineering company
Münchmeier-Eigner from Erbendorf.

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (2)

Andreas Irle, the responsible forest district manager, praised the ecologically sound and fast
execution of the project. The Schlatterweiher
with its wide reed belt is a breeding ground
for protected species such as the bittern. The
area is one of the valuable biotope areas in
the training area. "It's good that the water level
was maintained during reconstruction and that
the work was completed before the breeding
season began," said Irle.

| by Gerald Morgenstern

Col. Christopher Danbeck (center), the local German
Army commander Lt. Col. Florian Rommel (left) and
representatives of the state construction office, the
federal forestry office and the planning and construction companies completed the renovation of the
Schlatterweiher dam with the official "ribbon cutting."
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USAG Bavaria kicks-off
AER Campaign 2022
According to Army Emergency Relief Officer Zilpa Oseguera, the USAG Bavaria AER team in Grafenwoehr,
Vilseck and Hohenfels is ready to help Soldiers and their
families experiencing financial challenges as a result of
unexpected life events. AER is not only a great financial
resource, but it is part of the solution to help Soldiers
resolve financial challenges as program officers are nonjudgmental and all sessions remain confidential.
U.S. Army
Garrison Bavaria
Command Sgt.
Maj. Sebastian
Camacho talks
about the benefits of AER.

“Our goal is to help contribute to the Soldier’s readiness
and resiliency,” said Oseguera. “When life throws Soldiers
a curveball, they are able to face the challenges while they
stand strong and focused to meet the Army requirements
and military mission.”
The kick-off event provided Soldiers an opportunity to
learn more about the AER program directly from garrison
leadership, and it was a great success.

This year marks the 80th anniversary for the AER program.
It was founded in 1942 by Secretary of War Henry Stimson and Chief of Staff Gen. George Marshall. Charged
with relieving undue financial stress on the force, AER
serves the enduring priorities of the Secretary and Chief
of Staff of the U.S. Army.
Since 1942, AER provided a total of $2 billion to nearly
4 million Soldiers; moreover, about $1 billion was distributed since 9/11. Through zero-interest loans, grants and
educational scholarships, AER ensures that no Soldier
faces financial hardship on their own.
There are two main goals for the 2022 AER campaign at
USAG Bavaria. The monetary goal is to collect $60,000
in donations. The campaign goal is to ensure that 100%
of the local military force is educated and informed about
AER.
In 2021, USAG Bavaria raised $40,099.70 for AER. And
AER provided assistance to 155 Soldiers and retirees —
totaling $245,441.72.
“Growing up in the Army, there was a lot of stigma with the
AER program,” said USAG Bavaria Command Sgt. Maj.
Sebastian Camacho. “It’s very important to get the information down to the lowest level. AER should be the first
choice.”
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“Thank you, ACS, for coordinating this program,” said
USAG Bavaria Garrison Commander Col. Christopher
Danbeck. “With the AER program, we are helping each
other.”
The easiest way for Soldiers and retired service members to donate is by allotment. This can be done to fit any
budget, because allotment amounts start as low as $1
a month — 50 cents per paycheck. Furthermore, anyone
can make a donation, via cash or check, by visiting www.
aerhq.org/donate/donate.
To apply for a grant, locate forms or learn more information, USAG Bavaria Soldiers may contact their local AER
Officers at:
• Tower Barracks (Bldg. 244): DSN 526-4403 / CIV
(+49) 0-9641-70-526-4403
• Rose Barracks (Bldg. 322): DSN 599-1101 / CIV
(+49) 0-9641-70-599-1101
• Hohenfels (Camp Nainhof, Bldg. 10): DSN 522-4860
/ CIV (+49) 0-9472-83-4860
• Garmisch (Artillery Kaserne, Bldg. 203): DSN 4403572 / CIV (+49) 0-8821-750-3572
For additional assistance, Soldiers should contact their
unit’s AER representative. If Soldiers do not know who
their unit representative is, please ask the chain of command.

| by Andreas Kreuzer

Photo Credit: USAG Bavaria

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria
kicked-off its 2022 Army Emergency Relief Campaign on
March 1, at the Tower View Conference Center.
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USAG Bavaria doubles down on
water, energy conservation efforts

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria pivoted into 2022 with a more dedicated focus on energy and
water conservation around its installations. This shift in priority comes after Army Materiel Command hosted its first-ever
Energy and Utilities Summit on Dec. 15-16, 2021, at Redstone
Arsenal, Alabama.
During the summit, Gen. Edward Daly, commanding general
of AMC, stated, “The operationalization of energy at installations is absolutely critical. We have to have resilient, hardened
and modernized installations to project power and protect our
force.”

Photo Credit: USAG Bavaria Directorate of Public Works.

At USAG Bavaria, energy manager Paul Hlawatsch is committed to expanding conservation efforts and improving the durability of the water and energy supply across all four installations.
“We’ve been increasing our measures to reduce the energy
and water consumption and implementing renewable energy
technology across USAG Bavaria long before this new focus from AMC,” Hlawatsch said. “Now, we are able to double
down on making the installations more energy-efficient, work
towards reducing greenhouse gas emissions and ensure our
resources here are enduring.”
In 2020, USAG Bavaria received the Secretary of the Army
Energy and Water Management Award for installing two combined heat and power plant units at the Hohenfels installation
— which reduces greenhouse gas emissions by 2,640 metric
tons per year and saves over $1.2 million annually.

In addition to the newly installed power units, USAG Bavaria
recently replaced over 1,800 streetlights and 36,000 lighting
tubes across the footprint with energy-efficient LED lights. To
minimize the amount of unnecessary lighting in administrative
offices among the four installations, motion/infrared sensors
were installed. And the new housing units on Rose Barracks
were built with state-of-the-art cooling and heating technology, solar panels and STAR-rated appliances to reduce energy
consumption.
But energy conservation on USAG Bavaria does not stop
there. To meet the expectations laid out in President Biden’s
Executive Order 14057, The Federal Sustainability Plan, USAG
Bavaria aspires to trade its non-tactical fleet of gas-powered
automobiles to electric-powered vehicles by 2035.
Hlawatsch and the USAG Bavaria Directorate of Public Works
are already working to prepare the framework to support the
incoming fleet of electric vehicles.
“We have installed roughly 75,000 square feet of roof-mounted
solar panels,” Hlawatsch stated. “And we are already working
with energy contractors to establish electric vehicle charging
stations on our facilities.”
Going forward, USAG Bavaria will continue to have a significant focus on conserving energy and water.

| by Julian Temblador
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Lots of space and
a large selection
Reconstructed Stadt pharmacy
Grafenwöhr at a new location

More space and a wider
range: Since the move to
Untere Torstraße 12, the
Stadt-pharmacy Grafenwöhr
does not only have a more
spacious, brighter sales
area, but customers also
have a larger selection of
products. A new device also
makes medication management easier.
Pharmacist Catharina StollGraml has been managing
the Stadt pharmacy in Grafenwöhr since 1995, and
for more than twenty years
it had its premises in Neue
Amberger Straße. Since the
former owner of the Grafenwöhr Sebastian pharmacy,
previously located at Untere Torstraße 12,
retired in summer 2021, the opportunity
arose to merge the Sebastian and Stadt
pharmacies at the Torstrasse location.
The conversion to the current Stadt pharmacy ran from July to September, and it
opened at the end of September. Since
then, the pharmacist and her twelve colleagues, including all four employees of the
predecessor, have been welcoming the
customers in the freshly renovated location. The reconstruction brought the Stadt
pharmacy to a modern technical level be-

highest priority is always to
release the packages that
are requested by sales."

cause it was equipped with a picking machine. With its length of around 6 meters,
it offers room for around 10,000 products,
can store, pick and place goods with its
robotic arms and clean itself. “If medications are requested by a customer, they
come directly via a conveyor belt to the
sales counter,” explains the pharmacist.
To fill the machine, the employees place
the medications at a designated place and
the machine stores them. At times when it
has no task, it employs the cleaning module and cleans its glass shelves." But its

With around 200 square meters of space in the converted pharmacy, there is plenty of space for a wide range
of products and services. In
addition to pharmaceuticals
a large selection of essential oils and room sprays
from "Primavera" and a rich
assortment of homeopathic products are available,
along with "Vichy" cosmetic products and "Louis
Widmer" care products. Incontinence care products
are also still offered by the
Stadt pharmacy. In a separate room, the team measures compression stockings, checks the blood pressure
and takes blood sugar measurements and
offers discreet consultations. There is also
a pharmacy based immune card. Unlike
the blue Covid-19 immunity card that is
requested via pharmacies and created by
external service providers and delivered
by mail, customers can have a credit cardsized card issued on site for less than ten
euros, on which the QR code is printed
within a few minutes. There are parking
spaces directly in front of the building.

Untere Torstraße 12, 92655 Grafenwöhr
Phone: 0 96 41 / 23 10
Fax: 0 96 41 / 36 19
E-Mail: stadt.apo.grafenwoehr@gmail.com
Opening hours
Monday to Friday: 8 a.m.–6.30 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. –12.30 p.m.
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USAG Bavaria
energy team
finds, fixes
inefficiencies
Members of the USAG Bavaria energy management team and
electrical operators conduct a site survey at a range in the Grafenwoehr Training Area as a part to improve energy conservation
across the Army footprint in Bavaria on Feb. 8, 2022.

Photo Credit: Julian Temblador (3)

Pop-up targets
are warmed by
heated coils underneath them
on a range in
the
Grafenwoehr Training
Area on Feb. 8,
2022.

GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — The U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria energy management team surveyed
a small arms range in the Grafenwoehr Training
Area, on Feb. 8. This survey is a part of a larger effort to maximize energy efficiency across the USAG Bavaria footprint.
Paul Hlawatsch, the energy manager of USAG Bavaria, stated
that identifying and finding solutions to inefficiencies across
the USAG Bavaria footprint will reduce hundreds of thousands
of pounds of carbon dioxide emissions and save tens of thousands of dollars on energy costs per year.
“We are looking at ways to innovate and find solutions to energy inefficiency around our installations,” Hlawatsch said. “We
always are identifying wasted energy. By finding a solution to
this, we can save money and reduce CO2 emissions.”
During the survey, the team of professionals examined the popup targets on a small arms range.
According to Bayer Dieter, a peripheral equipment operator
for Tower Barracks, the pop-up targets are warmed by heating coils — allowing thermal and infrared optics on a weapon
system to properly identify a target. The 155 heating systems
on this range are currently on non-stop for 365 days out of the
year, as a way to support mission-critical training at any given
time.

Heated coils warm pop-up targets on a range in the
Grafenwoehr Training Area.

Following the survey, the team proposed and submitted a solution to install a master switch that can turn the systems on
and off from the range control area. This switch will result in
an estimated annual savings of over $34,000 and a reduction
in over 150,000 pounds of CO2 emissions every year. Installing this master switch would result in a one-month return on
investment.
Bavarian Times | 10
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Non-contact
Measuring

for compression stockings

For every foot problem
the right care
Bayer Dieter, the Tower Barracks peripheral equipment operator (left),
explains a target system that is warmed by heating coils at the Grafenwoehr Training Area on Feb. 8, 2022.

This solution will meet the mission-critical needs of offering
units access to essential range operations on short notice,
while also meeting the requirements of reducing energy output
and emissions.
“Our garrison is the foundation of readiness and fundamental to mission success,” said Col. Christopher Danbeck, the
USAG Bavaria Garrison Commander. “Our priority is providing
a world-class training environment that bolsters our readiness.
We also need to focus on efficiency, resiliency and our duty
to reduce our energy consumption. Finding a way to do both
is the key, and that’s what is happening here in Bavaria right
now.”

Photo Credit: Julian Temblador

Additionally, the energy management team has identified 154
more heated systems on different ranges across the Grafenwoehr Training Area. Installing master switches across the
training area for these heat systems will result in an additional
annual savings of over $18,000 in energy costs and a reduction
of nearly 80,000 pounds of CO2 emissions.

Comfort shoes, orthopedic customized shoes,
shoe adaptations of any kind, classic shoe insoles, therapy
insoles and shoe insoles for work safety shoes –
Rothballer Schuhtechnik is always the right address for
people who want to walk and run well.
With us the personal contact, individual and competent
consultation, with our customers still stands in the
foreground. With excellent materials and professional
perfection, we have been supporting our customers for
more than 50 years in our traditional company.

Our services:
Custom insoles
Orthopedic custom shoes

Wide range of
Birkenstock
shoes

Compression care
Non-contact measuring
Diabetic care
Orthopedic shoe ﬁttings
Shoe retail
Sportsman supply
Treadmill analysis

“I am optimistic that we will continue to find, solve and improve
how we manage energy across our installations,” Hlawatsch
said. “We encourage each member of the community to reach
out and report any potential waste of energy or water so that
we can identify it and work on a solution.”
The master switch for the initial 155 heating systems will be
installed in the third fiscal quarter of 2022.
| by Julian Temblador
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Orthopedic
shoe
technology

Shoe
retailer

Orthopedic
technology

Stadtmühlweg 3
www.rothballer-schuhtechnik.de
92637 Weiden i.d. Opf.
Tel.: 0961 44120
Fax: 0961 418846
info@rothballer-schuhtechnik.de

Imcom-europe

Some fees for
MWR services
set to rise
April 1

WIESBADEN, Germany – The fees for five Army Morale, Welfare
and Recreation (MWR) programs and services in IMCOM-Europe
will increase beginning April 1, to offset years of rising costs of
maintaining them without price increases for the customers.
“Fees for some MWR services have not been adjusted over five
to seven years while many costs related to provide our services
have increased,” said Jeff Wertz, IMCOM-Europe Assistant Chief
of Staff for Morale, Welfare and Recreation.
“After many years of keeping prices at a very low level, we have
reached a point where we must adjust our fees to retain the ability to provide quality services to our members,” Wertz said.
In Germany, the cost of a Value Added Tax (VAT) form will rise
from $5 to $7 for purchases under $2,500, and from $65 to $90
for purchases over $2,500, respectively. Also, the hunting course
fee in Germany will increase from $200 to $250.
The established VAT program processes and fees in Belgium,
the Netherlands and Italy will not change, as they are guided by
different Status of Forces Agreements and in some cases offered
by the Host Nation. As the proponent for the VAT and Outdoor
Recreation hunting programs across military installations in Germany, these new fees will also take effect at Air Force installations, according to Rafael Wunsch, business consultant with
IMCOM-Europe, who oversees the VAT and hunting fees.
“The VAT program is one of the most popular and widely used
MWR services, and we have not raised the price of these forms
in eight years,” Wertz said.

Photo Credit: U.S. Army MWR

In a typical year prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, IMCOM-Europe
garrisons issued roughly 300,000 VAT forms, used for an average savings of €57 on the average purchase price of €300,
according to Wunsch.

“

After many years of keeping
prices at a very low level, we
have reached a point where we
must adjust our fees to retain
the ability to provide quality
services to our members.
(Jeff Wertz)

The minimum fees for three additional programs across IMCOME will also increase: storage units, car washes and Auto Skills
Center bays.
“We conducted extensive analysis of the off-post markets for these services to ensure the increases are fair and reasonable,” said
Steve Pelletier, recreation program manager for IMCOM-Europe.
“The (Auto Skills) bay fees were standardized in 2019, but the
storage fees have never been standardized,” Pelletier said.
Some car wash facilities have continued to charge $3 for a basic wash, while comparable off-post car washes charge approximately €10, according to Pelletier.
Despite fee increases, MWR will still provide desired services at
approximately 25 percent lower cost compared to services in
local communities, according to Wunsch.
The adjusted prices will take effect as of April 1, and prices for
existing storage unit contracts will remain in effect for the duration of the existing contract or the end of 2022, whichever comes
sooner.

Additionally, for the larger scale purchases of €2500 and more,
the average purchase price ranges from €12,000 to €25,000,
resulting in significant savings to the individual €2,280 to €4,750
in tax avoidance, he added.
“Many local stores even permit collecting or combining of receipts within one month, resulting in even greater savings to an
individual at a very small cost,” he said.
| by Gerald Morgenstern

| by Mark Heeter with Installation
Management Command Directorate-Europe
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German rail now being
used to help deliver
Army Preposition Stocks-2
from Mannheim to
Grafenwoehr
Coleman on rail 3: An M1A2 Abrams main battle tank is loaded onto a German
rail car at Coleman worksite in Mannheim, Germany. The 405th Army Field Support Brigade recently began augmenting its line-haul heavy equipment transporter deliveries of an entire armored brigade combat team’s worth of Army Prepositioned Stocks-2 equipment with rail. More than two dozen armored vehicles
and equipment pieces – ranging from tanks to Paladin self-propelled howitzers
to Bradley fighting vehicles and more – were shipped from Coleman to Grafenwoehr Training Area via Deutsche Bahn, or German railway, March 10. This was
the first of many rail movements to come over the next few weeks. The APS-2
is being issued to the 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division,
deployed to Germany from the U.S. This combined U.S.-German mission shows
great solidarity and mutual cooperation, and demonstrates a combined strong
and unremitting commitment to NATO Allies and partners.

KAISERSLAUTERN, Germany – The 405th Army Field Support
Brigade recently began augmenting its line-haul heavy equipment transporter deliveries of an entire armored brigade combat
team’s worth of Army Prepositioned Stocks-2 equipment with rail.
More than two dozen armored vehicles and equipment pieces –
ranging from tanks to Paladin self-propelled howitzers to Bradley
fighting vehicles and more – were shipped from Coleman worksite in Mannheim, Germany, to Grafenwoehr Training Area, Germany, via Deutsche Bahn, or German railway, March 10.

This includes tracked vehicles such as the M1 Abrams main battle tank and M2 Bradley fighting vehicle, Joint Light Tactical Vehicles, Paladins, generators, Palletized Load Systems and Load
Handling Systems, Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Trucks, and
more.

This was the first of many rail movements to come over the next
few weeks. The APS-2 is being issued to the 1st Armored Brigade
Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division, deployed to Germany from
the U.S.

This combined U.S.-German rail mission shows great solidarity
and mutual cooperation, and demonstrates a strong and unremitting commitment to NATO Allies and partners.
The 405th AFSB is assigned to U.S. Army Sustainment Command and under the operational control of the 21st Theater Sustainment Command, U.S. Army Europe and Africa. The brigade is
headquartered in Kaiserslautern, Germany, and provides materiel enterprise support to U.S. Forces throughout Europe and Africa – providing theater sustainment logistics; synchronizing acquisition, logistics and technology; and leveraging AMC’s materiel
enterprise to support joint forces. For more information on the
405th AFSB, visit the official website at www.afsbeurope.army.mil
and the official Facebook site at www.facebook.com/405thAFSB.

The APS-2 draw of an armored brigade combat team plus enablers is currently in the process of being delivered to Grafenwoehr
Training Area. The APS-2 equipment and vehicles are being loaded onto military and commercial line-haul trucks, and now German railway, and transported to Grafenwoehr, where the 405th
AFSB’s Army Field Support Battalion-Germany is tasked with reception, staging and issue of the APS-2 to 1st ABCT, 3rd Inf. Div.
at an Equipment Configuration and Handoff Area, also known as
an ECHA.

• July, 2022
• September, 2022
• November, 2022
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At the direction of the Commander, U.S. European Command,
U.S. Army Europe and Africa is drawing APS-2 equipment and vehicles, mostly from Coleman work site, under the command and
control of Army Field Support Battalion-Mannheim, 405th AFSB.
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Bunker ruins with meter-thick concrete
walls can be found everywhere in the
training area. The facilities were blown
up by the Americans in 1945.

Lecture on
Hitler's West Wall
test bunkers

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Bunker ruins made of meter-thick
concrete, reinforced with tons of iron, line sections of terrain and
the tank trail on Grafenwoehr Training Area. They are witnesses
to that ill-fated time when Adolf Hitler had West Wall bunkers built
in the “Fortress Combat Field Grafenwoehr.” While the original
West Wall on the French border with its more than 22,000 bunkers and barriers was being built, a reduced version with trueto-scale bunker types was built on the training area in 1938/39.
An army of workers was needed to complete the bunkers in a
short time.

Grafenwoehr Training Area on Wednesday, April 13, at 7 p.m. in
the museum. The speaker is Maximilian Wawrzinek from Freiburg.
The 28-year-old forestry student wrote his bachelor's thesis on
this topic during his internship at the military training area. As an
introduction, speaker Wawrzinek goes into the historical-political
background of the West Wall, before finally presenting the structure, the various buildings, the history and the use of the Grafenwoehr West Wall training facility. Admission is free. Registration
is requested by phone at 09641-925605 or 8501. The Corona
rules at the time of the event apply. www.museum-grafenwoehr.de

As a young man, the late master mason Georg Brunner from Grafenwoehr was one of the workers. Trucks and farmers with teams
of horses and oxen were hired for the transport of sand, gravel,
cement, iron and other materials, Brunner reported. The motor
mixer ran day and night and the craftsmen and helpers of the
Reich Labor Service were on the construction sites. Group shelters, casemates, artillery observation posts, regimental command
posts, communication towers, gun emplacements and other types of bunkers were built. Steel bells weighing tons, observation
domes, steel embrasures and towers were embedded in concrete in the various types of bunkers. In the defensive field in front
of Pappenberg, meter-high dry and wet anti-tank ditches, lines of
pole obstacles, so-called Spanish cavalry, concrete humps and
wire entanglements were built in front of the bunkers, as well as
bridge structures.

| by Gerald Morgenstern

West Wall exercise never took place
The large west wall exercise called "Fortress War Exercise Grafenwoehr" was scheduled for August 1939. The big bunker exercise never took place, however, because just a few weeks later World War II broke out with the Polish campaign. During the
war years, the bunkers were still used for various experiments,
as bunkers for the target service teams and stands for artillery
observers. After the Americans invaded, the facilities were destroyed with tons of explosives, but the ruined bunkers are still in
good condition today.
Lecture at the Military Museum
The Culture and Military Museum in Grafenwoehr invites you to
a lecture on the training structures for the West Wall bunkers on

History of the
Training Area
“Grafenwoehr Training Area,
Yesterday - Today” is the title of the bilingual book written
by Reserve Sgt. Major Gerald
Morgenstern. A new edition was
released in December 2018. On
288 pages with more than 800
photos, it does not only tell the history of the training area
since 1910 but also covers the development of the training
area in recent years. The book also includes greetings by
US Army commanders and the development of Hohenfels
Training Area. In a detailed chapter, the history of the Westwall test bunkers is portrayed.
“Grafenwoehr Training Area, Yesterday - Today” is available
in bookstores and at various sales locations on and off post.
For more information, visit us on Facebook at “Grafenwoehr
Training-Area Book,” or by sending an e-mail to morgenstern.
gerald@t-online.de. The book may also be ordered online.
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Up in the air
- the Hammergmünd airfield
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- The US Airfield near Hammergmünd, along federal highway 299, is now under the administration of the US Army. The history of aviation in Grafenwoehr began
with the beginnings of the military training area. As early as 1913,
two biplanes were stationed in an aircraft hangar near Hammergmünd, and when the USA entered the war in 1917, Germany also
had to expand its aviation. At that time, flight technology was still
in its infancy, as the first motorized flights only took place around
1900.
As Gerald Morgenstern explains in his book "Grafenwoehr Training Area, Yesterday - Today," the decision was made in 1917
to upgrade the Hammergmünd air base to a provisional artillery
pilot station. In 1918 this was expanded into an artillery observer
school.

•

| by Birgit Ploessner
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More information on the history of the military training area,
also in English, is available in the Grafenwoehr Cultural and
Military Museum. Opening times on Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
www.museum-grafenwoehr.de

m,

•
•
•
•
•
•

The helicopters that can be seen on the airfield near Hammergmünd when driving past today are US Army medevac helicopters.
The pilots and medical staff are on call day and night. Today,
military aircraft, helicopters and parachutists are part of the daily
picture above the clouds of Grafenwoehr, just as they have been
in the past.

for

•
•
•
•
•

Numerous photos of the first flight attempts near Hammergmünd
can be found in the archives of the Culture and Military Museum.
The crash landings of the pilots were documented and many a
crash even ended fatally.

Tax

Photo Credit: Archiv Kultur- und Militärmuseum Grafenwöhr (4)

Since military aviation was banned in Germany after World War
I, the use of the airfield was only resumed in the 1930s and expanded during the Wehrmacht period. A runway was also being
built in Heringnohe near Vilseck at the same time as the southern
camp in Vilseck was being built. The Messerschmitt company
temporarily had its own field office there.

Closer to you, more for you!
Vilseck | Industriestraße 7 | Phone 09662-9820
Mail: werkmarkt@einhaeupl.de

on an article
of your choice.
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Public Health Command
Europe offers guidance on how
to stay tick-free this year
As people spend more time outdoors, so do many insects and
pests. Among those are ticks,
which can carry several potentially serious diseases. One of the
most common is Lyme disease.
According to Public Health Command Europe officials, a person
with Lyme disease may develop
fever, headache, fatigue and a
skin rash. This rash is sometimes
referred to as a “bulls-eye” rash
because it is red and circular in
appearance.

Photo Credit: diy13 | andre | nechaevkon – stock.adobe.com

In most cases, Lyme disease can
be treated with antibiotics. However, if the disease is left untreated, it can worsen and cause a
number of serious problems, to
include, facial paralysis and pain
and numbness in the hands and
feet.
“Ticks can be active on winter
days when the ground temperaTicks are common in high grass and bushes.
tures are above 45 degrees Fahrenheit but they are most prevalent during warmer days,” said
Maj. Amanda Cline, Chief of Entomology at PHCE.
Protecting yourself from ticks is important, but it is equally important not to forget about your furry family members.
So what do you do if you find a tick on you or your pet? Cline
says ticks can be safely removed with tweezers.
“Having a pet dog or cat more than doubles the odds that
humans will find a tick on themselves,” said Maj. Stephanie
“The first thing to do is to make sure you remove it properly,”
Kennedy, PHCE Regional Veterinary Clinical Medicine Officer
she said. “Forget everything you have heard about removing
and Consultant. PHCE recommends that pets be treated for
ticks before now. All you need is a pair of sterile tweezers and
ticks year round and encourages pet owners to talk with their
simply pull at the mouthparts, or as close to the skin as poslocal veterinary treatment facility to determine the best tick prevention for your pet.
sible, in a slow steady manner. Following removal, you should
apply alcohol or an antibiotic ointment.”
“Along with tick prevention, pet owners are encouraged to
Prevention is also important in protecting yourself and your
check their pets for ticks daily, especially after they spend
family. Here are five tips to prevent tick bites:
time outdoors,” Kennedy said.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wear long-sleeved shirts and pants when in wooded
areas.
Wear closed shoes — no bare feet or sandals.
Use an insect repellent with DEET.
Don’t walk through bushes or tall grass. Stay on
marked trails, where possible.
After being outdoors, check for ticks. Shower and
change your clothes.

When checking your pet for ticks, don’t forget to check these
five common places ticks hide on dogs:
1.
2.

Under the collar: Make sure to remove your dog’s collar from time to time and inspect for ticks.
“Private” areas: Make sure to check in the groin area
between the back legs and underneath the tail. These
are popular spots for ticks to hide.
Bavarian Times | 16
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4.

5.

Inside of Ears: All the little crevices inside of an ear
make it a popular spot for ticks to hang out.
Between Toes: Spots like between the toes are cozy
and not something that’s easy to see – making it a
perfect place for a tick to setup camp.
Near the Eyelids: It can be tricky to tell, which is why
around the eyes is one place ticks go unnoticed. If
you’re not sure, it’s best to consult with your Veterinary Treatment Facility.

Please do not send or bring ticks directly to Public Health
Command Europe.
For more information on tick-borne illnesses and how to protect yourself and your family, please talk with your primary
care manager or your pet’s veterinarian.

PHCE offers a free tick surveillance program which identifies
and tests the ticks for the military and beneficiaries.
If you do find a tick on any member of your family, once removed, take the tick to your local medical treatment facility or for
your furry friends, to the veterinary treatment facility. Be sure to
have information on where you may have been bit and the date
it was removed, so PHCE can capture the information.

Scan me!
Tick-borne Encephalitis
Signs and
Symptoms.

| by Michelle Thum,
Regional Health Command Europe
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To support detoxification,
it makes sense to drink
plenty of water.

Calming down: Targeted stress reduction
ensures mental and physical well-being.

With detox
Photo Credit: djd/DR. KADE/Getty Images/Jasmina007, djd/DR. KADE/Getty Images/AleksandarNakic

power into Lent
More energy through
detoxification

(djd). Lent is from March 2 to April 14 this year and more and
more people are using the time to do something good for their
bodies. However, laudable projects such as a healthier diet and
more exercise only work for a few people in the long run. They
provide the basis for a balanced energy budget and a fit immune
system. But no matter how consciously we eat and how often
we exercise: other environmental influences such as pollutants
in food, stress or respirable dust also affect our health. To free
yourself from these, a detox cure is just the right thing.
The intestinal system is our protective barrier
You have to know that the intestine is our largest protective barrier. It keeps unwanted things out of the body and – at least
ideally – almost only lets through what is needed. This function
can be supported with intestinal detoxification by binding pollutants before they can be absorbed into the body. A detoxification
treatment with Panaceo Basic Detox Plus with the 100 percent
natural composition of premium zeolite and dolomite is particu-

larly suitable for this. The volcanic mineral zeolite binds certain
unfavorable substances in the intestine, eliminates them and
verifiably strengthens the intestinal barrier. The volcanic rock
dolomite also supplies the organism with magnesium and calcium. In order for the effect to develop optimally, the body needs
sufficient liquid. That's why you should drink more than usual, a
total of about two to three liters a day - preferably still water or
unsweetened tea. The removal of pollutants is promoted, new
energy produced.
Even more tips for everyday life
In addition, you can also do something every day for the detoxification organs of the intestine, liver, skin and co. A balanced
diet with a detox effect is recommended. Whenever possible, use
organically grown and unprocessed foods. Although these also
contain natural pollutants, they are free of any artificial fertilizers.
Smoothies with lots of green leafy vegetables provide valuable
secondary plant substances. In terms of mental well-being, more
"me-time" ensures targeted stress reduction - be it over a cup
of tea, a good book, exercising or going for a walk - whatever is
good is allowed. Last but not least, regular digital detox is advisable: If you put your cell phone or tablet away for an hour or
two at fixed times, you have room for your own thoughts.
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How digestion affects
the immune system

Stress can
be a trigger
for digestive problems
like constipation.

Stress, constipation and
the immune system are

Photo Credit: djd/Sanofi/Dulcolax/ninamalyna/123RF

closely related
(djd). One thing is certain: Germany is stressed. And taking a
vacation doesn't seem to have compensated for the hectic times
lately. According to a recent DAK insurance company survey,
one in five Germans recovered less well or not at all last summer.
Persistent stress can make you ill and, among other things, be
a trigger for digestive problems. This is confirmed by the 2021
Darmtrend survey among those affected by constipation, constipation or hard, dry stools: almost 30 percent of those surveyed
feel that the lifestyle changes caused by the pandemic had an
effect on their digestion.
The immune system is mostly located in the intestines
Both stress and digestive problems such as constipation are not
only a burden for those affected. They can also challenge the
intestinal barrier, especially if the problems are persistent. Prof.
Stephan Bischoff, specialist in gastric and intestinal diseases
and director of the Institute for Nutritional Medicine at the University of Hohenheim, explains: "Intestinal motility disorders, which
include many forms of constipation, can impair the permeability
of the intestinal wall and thus the immune system." Especially in
winter it is therefore advisable to reduce stress and pay attention to the intestines for the sake of the immune system because

most of it is located in the intestines. The good news is that with
proper therapy, constipation can be actively addressed. A first
study showed that treating chronic constipation with bisacodyl
normalized not only the frequency of stools, but also the intestinal flora and other immune parameters. Bisacodyl, for example,
contained in Dulcolax to treat constipation, is available without
a prescription in pharmacies. More information can be found at
www.dulcolax.de. According to the current treatment guideline,
bisacodyl is one of the drugs of first choice in the treatment of
acute and chronic constipation, along with sodium picosulfate
and macrogol.
Can household remedies help?
Many sufferers also try to get rid of constipation with household
remedies. According to the Darmtrend survey, 80 percent tried
drinking a lot, 60 percent drunk coffee, and almost as many tried
whole grain products. However, these measures only have a very
limited effect or are more preventive. Laxatives such as bisacodyl, taken in the evening, can effectively relieve an existing constipation overnight - so that you can plan to go to the toilet the
next morning. Otherwise, it is advisable to specifically reduce the
causal stress with relaxation techniques and rest periods.
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Tingling, burning,
numbness - feet reveal
a lot about health

(djd). It often begins with a
seemingly harmless tingling
or burning sensation. Some
people suddenly feel numb
in their feet or their skin is so
dry that it cracks. If you ignore these signs and prefer to
put your shoes on quickly,
you may be overlooking important warning signs. They
can signal serious conditions
that include damage to the
long nerve fibers that lead to
the feet. This nerve damage
is also called polyneuropathy. According to the "German Health Report Diabetes
2021", around one in three
diabetics is affected.
Compensate vitamin B1 deficiency
The strategy to prevent nerve damage in people with diabetes includes lowering high blood sugar levels. In addition,
doctors and patients must take action against other risk factors such as high blood pressure, obesity and lipid metabolism disorders. In many cases, it is also necessary to treat
a vitamin B1 deficiency. This often develops in diabetics because the important nerve vitamin is increasingly excreted
through the kidneys. The deficit can cause nerve damage
in the feet and should therefore be fully compensated. The
vitamin B1 precursor benfotiamine, which the body can absorb much better than the simple vitamin B1, is suitable for
this. It is contained, for example, in milgamma protekt, which
is available in pharmacies without a prescription. By compensating for a deficiency, the provitamin can also alleviate the causes of symptoms such as tingling, burning and

health riority
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Tingling or burning feet can indicate nerve damage these warning signs should be discussed with a doctor.

numbness in the feet after long-term use. Doctors advise taking
action against nerve damage at an early stage in order to slow
it down effectively and alleviate symptoms.
How to detect polyneuropathy
Signs of polyneuropathy can be pain or tingling in the feet.
Another warning sign is when your feet feel warm to the touch,
although you have the impression of cold feet. Or they are perceived as hot, but are actually at a normal temperature. This can
mean that the nerves are sending incorrect signals to the brain.
You should also be alert when your feet no longer respond to
touching properly or imperceptible wounds are caused by a
stone in your shoe. This loss of sensitivity suggests that the
diseased nerves are sensing less than they should. Damage to
the small nerve fibers on the feet is often reflected by the fact
that the skin becomes very dry - and in this way prone to cracks
and wounds that heal poorly. Any abnormalities should be discussed with your doctor.
If the sole of the foot
does not respond to
pressure or pain stimuli, the nerves may send
incorrect signals to the
brain.
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Recognizing warning signals
and positively influencing
diseases
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Relaxed through
an intense time

Detect gestational diabetes
at an early stage and treat it correctly
(djd). For mothers-to-be, pregnancy is an intense time in which
anticipation and desires can alternate with certain uncertainties.
During this time, the hormonal balance of the body changes.
About seven percent of pregnant women, around 51,000 women
per year in Germany, develop gestational diabetes. Blood sugar
levels are permanently increased, must be checked regularly and
normalized again by suitable measures. "If such diabetes is recognized early and successfully treated, pregnancy and delivery
can usually proceed normally," says Dr. Thomas Segiet, head of
a diabetological practice in Speyer.

Photo: djd / Accu-Chek

Obesity and age as risk factors
Gestational diabetes can occur in any pregnancy. Between the
24th and 28th week of pregnancy, the corresponding probability
can be determined by a blood test. "This test is part of the statutory health insurance benefits. If there are risk factors, it should
be carried out before the 24th week of pregnancy," advises Dr.
Segiet. It is important that gestational diabetes is detected and
treated at an early stage. If it is left untreated, the expectant mother can develop high blood pressure, birth complications or
permanent type 2 diabetes, among other things. If the child is
not treated, the consequences for the unborn child can include
excessive growth in the womb, malformations and jaundice after
delivery.
Check and normalize values
The goal of the therapy is to keep blood sugar levels within a
certain target range. The patients check this themselves by regularly measuring and documenting their blood sugar. "Modern
blood glucose meters enable uncomplicated and precise measu21 | Bavarian Times

rement," says Dr. Segiet. "And a digital diary such as the mySugr
app is ideal for documentation. The values automatically migrate
to the app via Bluetooth, where additional information such as
insulin doses, nutritional values and even meal photos can be
added." The app shows the course of the values graphically, so
that connections between lifestyle and blood sugar values can
be seen at a glance.
Women with gestational diabetes should choose a clinic with an
attached children's clinic for childbirth; this is even mandatory for
pregnant women who need insulin. An important tip for the time
after the birth: Breastfeeding is not only healthy for the baby, but
studies have shown that it can also reduce the mother's risk of
later developing type 2 diabetes.
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8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Contact:
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Mail:
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Address:

0 96 21 / 1 27 51
0 96 21 / 2 10 71
info@uro-team.de
www.uro-team.de

Marienstraße 9
92224 Amberg
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As far
as the tires
will take you
(djd). Enjoy the feeling of freedom in the saddle, leaving
everyday life farther behind with every kilometer of road:
Passionate motorcyclists love this feeling. With all the thirst
for adventure, of course, safety must not be neglected. Bikers take care of that by regularly maintaining and caring
for their bikes and regularly keeping a watchful eye on the
brakes, lights and tires. After all, the rubber should ensure a
good grip in every situation and should therefore always be
in a very good condition.

Photo Credit: djd/Michelin (2)

Provide for new tires in time
There is hardly anything better for bikers than a day tour
with friends, where you share special moments. Good tires combine driving pleasure with safety and comfort. In
general, tires may be driven until the legal wear limit of 1.6
millimeters tread depth is reached or signs of aging become
visible. Anyone who has his motorcycle tires checked by a
specialist once a year after five years and replaces the tires
after a maximum of seven years is on the safe side. With
a change, motorcyclists also benefit from the latest advances in tread design, raw materials and tire construction, among
other things. The Michelin Road 6 series, for example, combines
improved properties with a very good wet grip as well as advantages in terms of mileage, comfort and handling. The sports touring tires are equally suitable for roadsters, large duros, sports
motorcycles and touring machines. A GT variant is also available
especially for large and heavy touring machines.

This what
motorcyclists
should pay
attention to
when caring for
their bike tires

Tips for regular tire care
Today's motorcycle tires no longer have to be brought up to
temperature before a tour because the rubber compounds reinforced with silica help to achieve a high level of cold grip. A
short start-up is only recommended for new rubbers in order
to roughen the surface a bit. In addition, Michelin recommends
checking the inflation pressure at least every 14 days when the
tires are cold. After extensive tours, a little care is required to
keep tires and rims clean. Constant contact with oil, petrol, solvents and chemicals should be avoided in any case. However, a
brief treatment, for example removing a label with brake cleaner,
will not damage the tire. Shampoo can also be used without hesitation - then rinse thoroughly with clear water. If you use a steam
jet, you should keep the nozzle at least 15 centimeters away from
the tires to avoid damage.
For a sufficient grip, bikers should
check the tire pressure every 14 days.
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The professionals are familiar with the first-aid measures at
the scene of an accident - according to a survey, the average driver, on the other hand, cannot necessarily deal with
an accident victim professionally.

(djd). "You can't stare at all:" That's the name of a campaign
against the sensationalism of motorists on the Autobahn
when they observe the consequences of a serious accident
in the oncoming lane. Most people have probably experienced situations like this before. But what happens when you
are actually one of the first motorists to be directly confronted
with a bad crash in your own lane of the motorway or on a
country road? The legal situation is clear: after securing the
scene of the accident and making the emergency call, there
is an obligation to provide first aid. Failure to act as a first responder will result in a fine. But can drivers actually deal with
an accident victim professionally, when many people took a
first-aid course a long time ago?

Photo Credit:djd/AutoScout24/Getty Images/Halfpoint; Avector – stock.adobe.com

Only 18 percent know all important measures
The result of an Innofact survey commissioned by AutoScout24 is sobering: Only 18 percent of car owners are
sure that they could carry out the most important immediate
medical measures to possibly save the life of an accident
victim. While 91 percent can apply at least one of the measures in question, one in ten feels unable to provide first aid at
all. A total of six aid measures behaviors were queried. Participants were asked to assess whether they could do them
correctly.
Drivers responded that they can best apply the stable lateral
position: 71 percent could perform this if the worst comes
to the worst. Many also feel capable of providing first aid to
wounds: 63 percent would be able to apply a pressure bandage and every second person could stop bleeding. Central
life-saving measures such as mouth-to-mouth resuscitation or
a revitalizing cardiac massage are in the repertoire of 58 percent and 54 percent of car owners, respectively, according
to their own estimates. On the other hand, only 40 percent
could use a rescue handle to rescue victims from a vehicle
at the scene of an accident. Surprise: Although the first aid
course should still be very present in the minds of 18 to 29
year olds, only 14 percent of young people feel capable of
applying all the important measures. In the case of drivers
over the age of 50, the figure is at least 21 percent.
Men are more likely to dare to apply the rescue
handle
According to the AutoScout24 survey, there are also differences between the sexes: 21 percent of the male respondents
apply the complete package of measures, if necessary, while
the figure for female drivers is only 15 percent. Especially
when it comes to using a rescue handle to rescue a victim,
women are more hesitant: While 50 percent of men would
dare to do this, only 29 percent of women would do that.
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As a first
responder at
the scene of
an accident
Survey: Only a few
motorists can take
comprehensive
immediate measures

OUR SERVICES

KFZ-Rupprecht

 Routine maintenance
 Repairs of all auto
brands (no warranty loss)
➤
 Tire service
 Air conditioning ➤
system service ➤
➤
 Vehicle inspection/
➤
emissions testing
➤
 Parts sales ➤
➤
 Smart Repair
 Hail damage
 ... and much
more!

IhrallRundum-Service
Your
around service
Grafenwöhr
ininGrafenwoehr
PAINT SHOP

We paint everything

(incl. designs &
special paint jobs)

ACCIDENT?
No problem –
we help!

Interested? Then stop by

Beim Flugplatz 14 | 92655 Grafenwoehr
Phone: 09641/9290909 | facebook.com/KfzRupprecht
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Audi
models

recognized on
2022 Car and Driver
Editors' Choice List
Nine 2022 Audi models – the Audi A3, S3, A5 Sportback, RS7, A6, A7, A8, A6 allroad and RS6 Avant
– have been recognized on the 2022 Car and Driver Editors' Choice list in the Coupe, Convertible,
Hatchback, Sedan, and Wagon categories. Car
and Driver editors evaluated the nearly 400 models available today, and awarded 116 vehicles as
their top picks for the best and brightest cars in
the market.
(Audi North America)

WE SELL & REPAIR
NEW & USED CARS

Audi A3
•

•
•

Awarded a spot in the Entry-Luxury Compact Car category,
Car and Driver stated that “the remodeled A3 brings new
and more upscale touches to its entry-luxury package and
retains the fun-loving character we appreciated in the last
version.”
Audi’s entry-level car is all new for 2022 and features sharper styling and many of Audi’s flagship technologies.
With a modernized interior, enjoyable handling and fantastic
fuel economy, the Audi A3 is a functional compact car with
razor-sharp looks.

Audi S3
•

Skoda, VW, Seat, Audi, Kia
•

•

Car and Driver noted the model is, “sporty without being
raucous,” and that the S3 “sits right at the sweet spot between the more sedate A3 and the high-performance RS3 in
the Audi lineup.”
Also earning a spot in the Entry-Luxury Compact Car category, the S3 has more aggressively tuned suspension, grippier sport seats, a special grille, and four more exhaust tips
than its A3 counterpart.
All S3 models come with a 306-horsepower 2.0-liter fourcylinder engine, a seven-speed automatic transmission, and
Audi's Quattro all-wheel drive system.

A5 Sportback
•

•

•

In the Entry-Luxury Car category, the A5 Sportback blends
active handling with an agreeable ride, making it a desirable
option for enthusiast drivers.
Car and Driver highlights that, “with the sweptback styling of
the A5 coupe and the rear-seat space of the A4 sedan, the
A5 Sportback is the ideal compact Audi.”
The car offers an updated digital gauge display, plenty of
connectivity features, and a host of driver-assist features.

•

YOU FIND US ON:

- Inspection
- Oil Service
- HU / AU Service
- Warranty work
- Accident repair
- Vehicle preparation
- Accessories, tuning and tire service

•
•

Praised for its “beautifully bold bodywork, expletive-worthy
take-offs, and surprisingly refined ride,” the RS7 was featured in the Premium Sports Sedan category.
With 591 horsepower and fierce-looking sheetmetal, the
Audi RS7 is a brutally quick and polished hatchback.
For 2022, Audi is elevating the RS7's sporty status with a
new RS Design package that adds unique floor mats, black
seatbelts with a red or gray border, and more micro-suede
surfaces throughout the cabin, including on the new flatbottomed steering wheel.

Photo Credit: Audi North America

Audi RS7

Audi A6
•

•

•

The 2022 Audi A6 is, “a smart choice
that impresses with its high-tech features, high-quality cabin, and smoothand-steady ride,” and Car and Driver
was extremely impressed by the optional turbo V-6 and high quality cabin
materials.
As a Mid-Size Luxury Car, it is set up
to court modern buyers with its digital dashboard and ample driver-assistance features.
The A6's two powertrains—a 248-horsepower turbocharged 2.0-liter fourcylinder and a 335-horsepower turbocharged 3.0-liter V-6—are both more
than enough to haul this mid-size sedan around town.

•

Audi A8
•
•

Also in the Mid-Size Luxury Car category, the A7 is described as quick and quiet with a classy and cutting-edge cabin, “discreetly hiding a hatchback within its fastback profile
that makes it more practical than other mid-size luxury sedans,” according to Car and Driver.
The A7's racy roofline intrudes on rear-seat headroom and
the rest of its cabin is beautifully appointed and packed
with state-of-the-art tech. Its 335-horsepower turbocharged

This Full-Size Luxury Car offers impressive comfort and
plentiful features without resorting to excessive flash.
Car and Driver notes it has “a near silent cabin, loaded with
standard tech baubles” making the A8 an ideal chassis that
“strikes a good balance between comfort and driving enjoyment.”

Audi A6 allroad
•

•

•

Audi A7
•

•

V-6 engine teams with an unobtrusive dual-clutch automatic
transmission and all-wheel drive.
There is also a plug-in-hybrid version available, showcasing
Audi’s commitment to a more sustainable future.

Characterized as a Luxury Station Wagon, the Audi A6 allroad is called “an SUV-alternative with a similarly adventurous image,” by Car and Driver.
The allroad swaps on-road dexterity for off-road capability,
as it comes standard with an adjustable air suspension with
extra ground clearance.
The A6 allroad now comes standard with an upgraded tire
pressure monitoring system for 2022.

Audi RS6 Avant
•

•

As a muscular-looking station wagon, the Audi RS6 Avant
wows with its twin-turbo V-8's thrilling soundtrack and impressive horsepower and torque.
Its driver engagement exceeds its performance stats and
is capable of carrying a quartet of passengers in complete
comfort along with all their gear.

Vintage car import possible at a reduced tax rate of 7% !

Global Logistics
Trans Global
Logistics Europe
Europe GmbH
GmbH
Straße 111
111
Hochheimer Straße
D-55246 Mainz --Kostheim
Kostheim
Tel
Fax+49
+49(0)(0)6134-58444-00
6134-58444-44

www.transglobal-logistics.eu
info@tglog.eu
info@transglobal-logistics.de

Services

Worldwide transportation ...
… of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats/yachts
… of construction machinery and accessories
... of all kinds of project and container loads
... and moving service for household goods
… complete transport with free delivery!

Placement ...

... of transport insurance
... delivery within the USA and Europe
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... Customs clearance

LEAVE IT TO US,
TO BRING IT TO YOU
+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0
0800 - 2277447
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Try us –
entrust us with your transportation!
We will make you a non-binding offer.

Introducing the 2024
All-Electric Silverado EV
Chevrolet

The 2024 Silverado EV is a reimagined full-size, fully-electric
pickup, developed from the ground up, leveraging the power of
GM’s Ultium EV platform. It offers a revolutionary mix of performance, capability, technology, and style, including an expected
GM-estimated range of 400 miles on a full charge, standard DC
fast charging, u p to 10.2kW of offboard power and up to 10,000
pounds of maximum trailering. 
(Chevrolet)
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Chevrolet previews
Equinox EV

Equinox EV builds on Chevy’s commitment
to provide a wide range of
EV options

Chevrolet will expand its EV lineup in fall
2023 to include the Equinox EV, an affordable, functional compact SUV that will start
at an estimated MSRP of around $30,0001
in the U.S. The Equinox EV, which will be
launched with both fleet and retail versions,
including LT and RS trims, will leverage
GM’s Ultium Platform. “The Equinox has
always played an important role for Chevrolet as the second-highest selling brand
nameplate,” said Steve Hill, Chevrolet vice
president. “Providing an affordable EV option in the industry’s highest volume segment
proves Chevy is going to make EVs available
to everyone.”
The announcement of the Equinox EV comes on the heels of Chevy’s reveal of the
2024 Silverado EV and confirmation of the
Blazer EV SUV, which will be available in
spring 2023. 
(Chevrolet)
Photo Credit: Chevrolet

BAVARIA Towing

Towing, recovery + breakdown service

Our team is dedicated to providing
our services 24/7, 365 days a year
Our Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Towing Services (cars and trucks to 40 tons)
Breakdown & Accident Service
Rental Car
Flat Tire Services
Vehicle Opening
Transport
Repair Service & Body Shop for all Brands
Service & Maintenance
Vehicle Purchase
Used Spare Parts with Warranty
Car Disposal & Customs Clearance
Battery tests, Boosts and Replacements

Junk Service, Car Disposal &
Customs Clearance FOR FREE!
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! 24h: +49 (0) 96 21 67 680 !
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F-150 Lightning Power Play:
First Electric Truck To
Enhance Your Home
Energy Independence
Truck owners are used to tapping a variety of features – torque,
towing capability and more – to get things done. Now, with the allelectric F-150® Lightning™ pickup, Ford is the first in the U.S. to
offer the ability for customers to power their homes with an electric truck when the grid goes dark, providing innovative new capabilities that enhance the energy independence of its customers.
Ford and F-Series, America’s best-selling trucks for 45 years*,
are partnering with Sunrun, the nation’s leading solar compa-

ny, to enhance home energy management,
leveraging the substantial onboard battery
capability of the all-electric F-150 Lightning.
Americans experienced the most power interruptions on record in 2020, according to
the U.S. Energy Information Administration; and with F-150 Lightning, homeowners can use their truck to maintain their routines
during brief or extended outages. “F-150 Lightning brings new
innovations to customers, including the ability to power their homes when they need it most,” said Matt Stover, Ford charging
and energy services director. “Teaming up with Sunrun leverages
their expertise to bring solar power to even more customers, giving them the chance to turn their truck into an incredible energy
storage source – and future truck features can help accelerate
the development of a less carbon-intensive grid.”
Sunrun is the preferred installer of F-150 Lightning home charging solutions, including the 80-amp Ford Charge Station Pro
and Home Integration System, which enables the F-150 Lightning to store and supply power to homes in a variety of ways**.
Sunrun will also offer home solar options to customers in select
areas who are interested in leveraging more renewable energy.
“America’s energy future starts at home, and partnering with Ford
illustrates a momentous shift in the way we power our lives,” said
Mary Powell, Sunrun CEO. “No longer tethered to a carbon-intensive energy system, we’ll be able to offer more paths to greater
energy independence by powering homes and vehicles with the
sun, while helping rapidly accelerate the transition to a clean,
resilient energy future for all.”
Revolutionary power at home
Ford Intelligent Backup Power, making its debut on F-150 Lightning, gives customers the ability to use bidirectional power technology** from their all-electric truck to provide energy to their homes during an outage, whether sheltering in a storm or keeping
cool in a heat wave. The F-150 Lightning extended-range battery
system can store 131 kilowatt-hours of energy*** and deliver up
to 9.6 kilowatts of power in a cleaner, quieter, more efficient way
versus gasoline-powered generators, and with greater capacity
than many wall battery units. F-150 Lightning can also offer lowercost energy storage in a product customers already own – their
truck. With Ford Intelligent Backup Power and the Home Integration System, F-150 Lightning automatically kicks in to power your
home if the grid goes down. Once power is restored, the system
automatically reverts back to utility power. Based on an average
U.S. home at 30 kilowatt-hours of use per day, F-150 Lightning
with extended-range battery provides full home power for up to
three days, or as long as 10 days when used in conjunction with
solar power or rationing. 
(Ford USA)
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New design-focused

S60 Black Edition
Volvo Car USA is adding a special Black Edition styling option
to its award-winning S60 sedan. The new Black Edition adds
another level of expression to the sporty design of the Volvo
S60 with exclusive high gloss black accents and badging. Arriving in select retailers this spring, the S60 Black Edition will
be available in limited quantities, with fewer than 450 vehicles
being produced for model year 2022.
Black Edition styling is available on the plug-in hybrid S60 Recharge as well as the mild hybrid S60 Momentum and R-Design
trims. Adding to the already generous standard equipment of
the S60, the Black Edition features exclusive high gloss black
19-inch wheels and standard metallic paint.At the front, high
gloss black covers the grille, Volvo badge, and grille slash. On
the side, high gloss black wheels and window trim make the
Black Edition distinct from any other S60. And around back, all
badging—including the Volvo wordmark, model name, and motor designations—is in high gloss black, with darkened tailpipes
accentuating the cars’ athletic appeal.
With a starting MSRP under $40,000, the S60 Black edition
is offered in just two colors. For a stealthier look, Onyx Black
Metallic makes the special high gloss black accents blend in.

And for a bolder, high contrast look, Crystal White Metallic makes them stand out. Built in the US at the Volvo Cars Ridgeville,
SC plant, the S60 Black Edition was developed specifically for
the US market and designed at the Volvo US design studio in
California. Led by Volvo Car USA head of design Eric Beak,
the S60 Black Edition was a passion project for the Camarillobased team and was developed and approved in near record
time—the first design study began just 13 months ago, in January 2021.
The timeline was accelerated considerably when Volvo executives visited the US and saw the car in person in November 2021.
Having “fallen in love” with the design, the S60 Black Edition
was approved for production on the spot, skipping the normal
design approval process to get it in the hands of customers faster. “The design of the S60 Black Edition evokes a passionate
response across the company,” said Eric Beak, head of design
for Volvo Car USA. “We’re very proud that the Black Edition has
been designed here in the US and will be built by our US team
in South Carolina.”
Customers interested in the limited-production 2022 S60 Black
Edition should contact their local retailer. 
(Volvo Car USA)

If you are interested in VOLVO, we are your partner of choice. As one of
the largest Volvo dealers in Bavaria and the metropolitan areas of Munich,
Regensburg and Nürnberg, we have a lot of experience!

Our modern repair shops and our highly qualiﬁed personnel guarantee ﬁrst-class, fast and reliable service and
repairs.

Sales:
• New vehicle sales / VOLVO contractual partner
• Pre-owned vehicles (half a year- and one year-old, e.g. business
vehicles from Volvo Car Germany)
• VOLVO Select Vehicles -- premium pre-owned vehicles with
extended warranty
• Inspected pre-owned vehicles with warranty
• attractivee ﬁnance and leasing offers
• Trade-in of pre-owned vehicles

Chassis and car paint:
•
•
•
•

Chassis repairs
Car paint work based on modern water-based paint techniques
Small repairs of car paint damages
NEW: Volvo-certiﬁed glass repairs

Repairs and auto parts sales:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning service
Car wash
Car interior detailing
Professional automotive detailing
Electronic chassis frame measuring
Tire seervice
Car parts sales

Volvo Zentrum Amberg

Mileage combined from 5,3 l/100km–10,7 l/100 km. C02-emissions combined from
139 g/km–249 g/km (IAW VO/715/2007/EWG).
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Autohaus Hofmann GmbH
Kümmersbrucker Straße 6a, 92224 Amberg
Phone: 09621-78230
info@autohaus-hofmann.org
www.volvo-zentrum-amberg.de
https://www.facebook.com/VolvoHofmann
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The New 2022
BMW i4 eDrive40 and i4 M50.

BMW is proud to announce the newest additions to the BMW
i brand, the i4 eDrive40 and i4 M50 models. The i4 M50 is
the first fully-electric performance model to come from BMW M
GmbH. The i4 blends the functionality and space of the gran
coupe design with the instantaneous power delivery of BMW’s
latest 5th generation eDrive. Class-leading driving dynamics
and long-distance comfort, elegant design, uncompromising
workmanship, cutting-edge user-vehicle interface and advanced infotainment and driving assistance technologies all combine to deliver a zero-emissions BMW worthy of the Ultimate
Driving Machine moniker.
Power is provided by BMW’s latest 5th generation eDrive
technology which combines the electric motors, power electronics, charging system and high-voltage battery. The electric
motor, power electronics and transmission share one compact
housing while the high-voltage battery measures only 4.3-inches in height and is mounted low in the floor of the new i4 for
improved vehicle agility.

BMW Group has been producing battery modules and high-voltage batteries since 2013 and this in-house experience shows,
with the latest generation of batteries, found in the i4, having a
maximum DC fast charging capacity of up to 200 kW and AC
Level 2 charging of up to 11 kW.
Rare Earth Material-Free Electric Motors
The BMW i4 features one electrically excited synchronous motor driving the rear axle on the i4 eDrive40 and two motors,
driving both the front and rear axles, on the i4 M50. The drive
system’s high efficiency and cutting-edge NMC-811 battery cell
technology give the car a long operating range and exceptional
everyday usability. The extremely powerful charging technology is capable of 200 kW charging capacity for high-power DC
charging.
The BMW i4 M50 is powered by a front 255 hp electric motor
and a rear 308 hp motor, which together put a combined maximum output of 536 hp. The single rear electric motor in the

Cars & Traffic
tors for quickest acceleration. The Sport Boost function
increases the system’s combined drive power by 67 hp
to its maximum of 536 hp for over ten seconds. At the same
time, combined torque is upped by 48 lb-ft to 586 lb-ft. The
extra burst of acceleration is accompanied by an M-specific
soundtrack.

The excitation of the rotor in the BMW i4 motors is not induced
by fixed permanent magnets, but the feed-in of electric energy.
This allows the use of critical rare earth metals (required for
magnetic components) to be avoided altogether in the manufacture of the rotor.
Sport Boost Function for the i4 M50
A specially designed boost function that can be activated on
demand by the driver is available whenever SPORT mode is engaged and is used to unleash the maximum output of both mo-

 

Charging with EVgo
Recognizing the critical importance of public charging infrastructure to EV drivers, BMW has partnered with EVgo, the
nation’s largest public fast charging network and the first in
the US to be powered by 100% renewable energy. BMW Charging Powered by EVgo provides BMW EV and PHEV drivers
with access to EVgo and partner charging network stations via
an easy to use mobile app, underscoring BMW’s commitment
to a high performance and zero emissions driving experience.
BMW Charging Powered by EVgo enables BMW drivers to see
real-time status of chargers, initiate a session, check their account status, and more all within the BMW Charging Powered
by EVgo mobile app. 
(BMW USA)

    

Photo Credit: BMW USA (3)

BMW i4 eDrive40 delivers 335 hp. Power and torque is transmitted to the respective drive axle via a one-speed transmission
which is contained in the same compact housing as the electric
motor. The electric motors developed in-house by the BMW
Group have an efficiency factor of 93 percent, bettering the
efficiency figures achieved by current combustion engines of
less than 40 percent.

To allow maximum power to be summoned in situations where
the car’s performance capabilities are being really put to the
test, the Sport Boost function can be activated several times
in succession if the high-voltage battery has enough charge.
Every time the driver accelerates, a fuel gauge-style icon in the
instrument cluster shows how much extra power is available
and for how long.
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 Book now
via Facebook!

Events

German-American blues star
in Grafenwoehr
The Al Jones Blues Band
interprets the blues more
authentically than any other
non-American band.

Photo Credit: Lorenz Mair

(Living Blues Magazine from Oxford, Mississippi)

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- The city of Grafenwoehr is looking forward to a top star in the blues scene. Al Jones, son
of an American GI, born in Weiden, will do the honors on Saturday, June 11, at 8 p.m. on the Schönberg natural stage. Al
Jones has been shaping the blues scene in Europe as a top
act for many years. He popularized American blues in Germany
and laid the foundation for the German-American blues history.
He has worked with many legendary musicians. On tour he has
accompanied champion Jack Dupree, Willie Mabon, Tommy Tucker, Sonny Rhodes and Louisiana Red. He has served as the
opening act for B.B. King and Johnny Winters.

ith their unmistakable sound, the Al Jones Blues band spans the
spectrum from legendary originals to modern own compositions
and always leaves a positive, lasting impression on the audience.
In addition, Al Jones is accompanied by outstanding musicians such as Johann Fliegauf (blues harp), Thilo Kreitmeier (tenor saxophone), Sebastian Kühn (bass) and Tommy Eberhardt
(drums), who provide the band's rich and groovy background.
Tickets for 20 Euros are available from Easter after ordering by
phone from the city administration on Tel. 09641-9220-0. Box
office cost is 22 Euros. The current Corona rules apply.
| by Birgit Ploessner
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Local
event tips

MWR Events
Rifle & Pistol Range Open
Apr 10 2022, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Open to ID Cardholders and guests. Rifle/pistol range:
18+. Special events have specific ages.
English as a Second Language
Apr 11 2022, 9 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Is English your second language? Let ACS help you brush up
on your conversational English with their free Basic English as a
Second Language class
Early Return of Dependents (EROD)
Apr 12 2022, 9:30 a.m. - 11 a.m.
During this weekly appointment for sign-off on EROD paperwork,
ACS provides the required briefings for Financial Readiness,
Family Advocacy and Employment Readiness that are included
on the EROD checklist for their packets.
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Events
Pottery Class
Apr 12 2022, 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Learn how to make pottery in different forms from the basics to a
more advanced level over a six week course. You will learn hand
building, throwing techniques, clay reclamation, overview of the
firing process and glazing fundamentals.

USAG BAVARIA SHARP 5K Buddy Run
Apr 14 2022, 7 a.m.
Join us for this community-wide event for Soldiers, Family members, civilians and Host Nation employees to promote the USAG
Bavaria Sexual Harassment Assault Prevention (SHARP) program
and raise community awareness. Increase unit esprit de corps
and mission readiness. Build cohesive teams through character,
trust and resilience.
Kick the pressure
Apr 14 2022, 10 a.m. - 12 a.m.
This Stress and Anger Management Class will provide tools to
assist in improving the ability to cope with everyday stress by
adopting healthy ways of expressing emotions, needs and wants.

Citizens fest Grafenwoehr
Grafenwoehr is celebrating its popular fest on the market
square again this year on July 9 at 2 p.m. According to the
motto of "citizens for citizens," the clubs spoil visitors around
the town hall with all kinds of delicacies and culinary delights.
The supporting program in the afternoon will also be provided
by artists from Grafenwoehr.

Photo Credit: City of Grafenwoehr

Kidz Play
Apr 13 2022, 9:30 a.m.
Join the Family Advocacy Program for Kidz Play, a children’s fun
group providing resources and education to parents. For children
ages 1 to 4 years old! Every Wednesday from 9:30-11 a.m. on
Rose Barracks, B221. Open to all DOD ID Card holders.

There are fun games and entertainment for children. In the
evening, the well-known party band "Rotzlöffl" creates a great
atmosphere on the market square. The city of Grafenwoehr
cordially invites all citizens and American guests to celebrate.
Admission is free. The current Corona rules apply. Please find
out about changes or cancellations at www.grafenwoehr.de

Milestone Training: Vesting in TSP
Apr 14 2022, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Vesting in the TSP provides information on the Thrift Savings
Plan. Topics include enrollment process, investment options and
withdrawal and loan options.
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Baby Boot Camp
Apr 15 2022, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Baby Boot Camp is a class for expectant parents to help them
grow in confidence as parents, learn more about the care of
their newborn, and the birthing process in Germany. Registration required. Classes are offered in person as well as virtually.
Season Opener Fishing Event
Apr 16 2022, 7 a.m. - 12 p.m.
For those of you who enjoy watching the sun rise on a stunning
lake with a fishing pole in your hand –and a thermos of hot coffee
or tea - this is the event for you!

Further information
and events are online
on the MWR website.
For easy access, scan
the QR-Code.!
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COVID-19
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Swimming
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phone +499641-2006
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AmWaldbad
Waldbad2 2
92655
92655Grafenwöhr
Grafenwöhr

www.grafenwoehr.de
www.grafenwoehr.de

Cultural tips for
Germany and Europe
Selected tips, interesting information about people, country and culture can be found in our cultural tips
section. Some of the tips listed are taken from the Facebook fan page of U.S. Army Garrison
Bavaria. To see all garrison tips on Facebook, use hashtag #CulturalTips.

Birthdays
You do not have to throw a party
for yourself, but if you do, provide
food and drinks for all your guests.
(In return, they’ll give you presents.) It is also common to bring
some cake for your colleagues on
your birthday.

1

Tip

Garbage
Germans are extremely environmentally conscious and separate
their garbage to facilitate recycling.
If your neighbors spot you throwing
recyclable glass or paper into the
regular garbage, your relationship
could be strained for good.

Tip

2

Be punctual
Fünf Minuten vor der Zeit ist des
Deutschen Pünktlichkeit (Five minutes early is German punctuality)
is one of many German expressions about time. The saying might
sound comic to people from more
leisurely cultures, but it’s actually
a good rule of thumb in Germany.

3

Tip

Photo Credits: Halfpoint, Thomas Aumann, Ralf Gosch, Krakenimages.com, halayalex - stock.adobe.com

#CULTURALTIPS

Don’t walk in the bike lane
Look out for the Radweg signs, a white bike outline
on a blue background, which designates a cycle
path – sometimes surfaced in red or some other
distinctive colour. The Radweg is only for bikes,
and pedestrians should try to keep out of it – obeying this rule is definitely in your own interests, as
collisions can be painful. If a pedestrian zone has
a sign saying Frei with a bike picture, take care, as
it’s also open to cyclists.

Tip

4

Directness of German People
If you’re coming to Germany from the US, the UK,
or Latin America, you may initially be surprised by
the ‘directness’ of German people. But do know
that in pretty much all cases, this is not meant to
offend or be rude. You will soon become more
comfortable with this cultural trait that encourages
honesty, openness, and sincerity when communicating with one another and that avoids polite superficiality.

Tip

5

Take a Photo of our
Cheat Sheet and share it
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Things you
didn’t know:

Easter traditions
in Germany

Whether you say “Happy
Easter” or “Frohe Ostern,”
the tradition of dying
Easter eggs is culturally
similar for Americans and
Germans.

Roughly four weeks before Easter, which falls on April 17, 2022,
handcrafted eggs dangle from the branches of birch trees —
symbolizing new life and fertility. Towns of all sizes are painted
in a sea of pastel.
Public wells and fountains are elaborately adorned with greenery, garland and florid Easter eggs to welcome the spring season
and offer thanks for life-giving water. Each town seeks to make
its decorations bigger and brighter than the next, and one local
village located 18 km south of Vilseck holds bragging rights.
In 2005, the small town of Sulzbach-Rosenberg entered the
Guinness Book of World Records for the most eggs used to
decorate an “Osterbrunnen,” or Easter fountain. The townspeople managed to hang a total of 16,500 eggs, beating out the
previous record of 11,600 held by Baden-Wuerttemberg. This
particular fountain is available for viewing from April 10 through
May 1, 2022. For other Osterbrunnen locations within the county
of Amberg-Sulzbacher, view this map.

Stop
by!

While the ornamentation comes early, the official Easter holiday
in Germany begins on Gruendonnerstag (Maudy Thursday). Gruendonnerstag translates to “Green Thursday,” and it is believed
to be the day on which the Last Supper was held. It is tradition
to clean your house thoroughly on this day — a custom possibly linked to the preparation of a Passover Feast. Furthermore,
green foods such as spinach, kale, cress, leek, chives and other
herbs, are traditionally eaten on this day.
In both American and German cultures, Good Friday is a day
when Christians reflect on the crucifixion of Christ. But in Germany, the day is known as both Karfreitag meaning “sorrowful
Friday” and Stiller Freitag meaning “quiet Friday.” Additionally, in
Germany both Good Friday and Ostermontag (Easter Monday)
are national holidays.
While there are apparent differences, many other German and
American traditions overlap throughout the multi-day celebration. Easter eggs are dyed and children anticipate a visit from the
Easter Bunny, or “Osterhase.” Outside of a COVID-19 environment, Ostersonntag (Easter Sunday) brings church services, family gatherings complete with culinary overindulgence, rousing
Easter egg hunts and baskets filled to the brim with chocolate
and candy.
One uniquely German experience is the Saturday night bonfire
— a symbol for the sun as the giver of life. Additionally, braided
sweet bread in the shape of a wreath, or “Osterbrot,” can be
found in German bakeries around the holiday.
But America holds her head high as the birthplace of the infamous chick-shaped marshmallow treat, because nothing says
“Happy Easter” or “Frohe Ostern” quite like a candy Peep.
Editor’s Note: This article, originally published in March 2018,
has been updated to reflect 2022 facts and figures.
| by Molly Hayden
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GRAFENWOEHR, Germany — When it comes to celebrations in
Germany, colorfully decorated trees are not just for the Christmas season.

TRavel

ADVERTORIAL

Wanderlust with a view of the Brocken mountain
Contrasting landscape experiences
"Up in the Harz Mountains"
(djd). From the top of the steep Schnarcherklippen cliffs, the
view stretches far over the forests, mountains and valleys in the
Hochharz to the bare Brocken, the highest peak in northern Germany, and to the Wurmberg mountain with its ski area. When
the wind blows from the southeast up here, it whistles audibly
around the bizarre granite rocks and has thus helped the snoring
cliffs to get their name. Secured ladders lead to one of the two
rock needles, which are almost 30 meters high, while the other
is popular with climbers. For all hikers, they are a worthwhile
destination on the seven-kilometer circular route from the holiday resort of Elend in the Upper Harz Mountains at the Brocken.
Here you will also find one of the coveted stamping points for
the Harzer hiking pin, two more are located on this circular route
at the Helenenruh refuge and the Barenberg viewing platform.

Photo Credit: djd/Stadt Oberharz am Brocken/Jan Reichel (3)

Mining tradition and action-adventure
The Upper Harz am Brocken holiday region in Saxony-Anhalt
impresses with its great variety of landscapes: vacationers hike
on well-marked paths over wide mountain meadows and through
rustic forests, along bubbling mountain streams and mirrorsmooth reservoirs, through enchanted gorges and to breathtaking vantage points. Numerous sights offer variety, from the Rübeland stalactite caves to visitor mines or Harz charcoal burner
huts to modern action-adventures such as "Harzdrenalin" at the
Rappbodetalsperre with Europe's longest double rope slide on
a dizzying suspension bridge, or the off-road park "Crude Harz"
near Stiege. In a new vacation magazine, this “realm of contrasts
up in the Harz Mountains” is presented using the people who
live and work here, for example in interviews with the Brocken
farmer made of fir and a nature filmmaker. It can be ordered at
www.oberharzinfo.de. There is also a tour portal listing the hiking
trails.
Dams and castle ruins
One of the most beautiful themed hiking trails "Up in the Harz
Mountains" is the circular route from Elbingerode to the Zillierbachtalsperre: the seven-and-a-half-kilometer tour leads from
the Hirschbrunnen forest inn down to the dam wall, to the Peterstein vantage point with a view of the dam and a stamp for the
Harzer hiking pin, and finally uphill past old forest houses and
back again. The hike around the Königshütte dam is particularly
family-friendly: the route directly on the shore has hardly any inclines and is also suitable for strollers, balance bikes or bicycles.
A short detour to the ruins of Königsburg castle is worthwhile
with its wide panoramic view of Königshütte, the Harz National
Park and the Brocken. There are two stamping points for the
Harzer hiking pin on the way and at the end, a playground awaits
the children.
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The whistling of
the wind has given the snoring
cliffs their name.

A family-friendly circular path
leads around the Königshütte
dam. It is suited for strollers
and balance bikes.

(djd). Even if travel restrictions have largely been lifted: people in Germany have now acquired a taste for it and will prefer
to explore their own country again in 2022. In our special
we present three attractive destinations for hikes and walks,
while we visit the federal states of Baden-Württemberg and
Hesse as well as the Free State of Bavaria. Finally, there is a
detour to the north of Bella Italia, namely to South Tyrol.
Ellwangen an der Jagst: hiking fun in the Swabian East Alb
Ellwangen an der Jagst is an attractive travel destination for
a hiking vacation. A network of well-developed hiking trails
leads from the pretty little town into the wooded and lakerich landscapes of the Swabian East Alb. There is a lot to
see, for example, on the twelve circular hiking trails of the
Ellwangen-Rindelbach-Schrezheim hiking trail network. The
Ellwanger Ringweg, for example, leads hikers to the monumental Basilica of St. Vitus on the market square, to the magnificent baroque pilgrimage church of Schönenberg, or up to
the princely Ellwangen Castle. On the way, the Kressbachsee
invites you to take a short break by or in the water. Further
tour tips and detailed descriptions as well as maps to order
can be found at www.ellwangen-tourismus.de.

seeing, it goes to the so-called thieves' tower, one of the city's
landmarks. Finally, the Gothic collegiate church and the old
school, whose predecessor as a famous Latin school once
attracted scholars from near and far, await visitors on the
Klosterberg. The leaflet “historical city tour” lists 15 sights at
a glance and can be downloaded at www.wetter-hessen.de,
as well as 15 short movies on historical events. In 2022, the
traditional “border crossing” is to take place again in August.
The spectacle with a musical parade and open-air theater on
the market square attracts thousands of visitors every seven
years.
Bad Brückenau: hiking and wellness at the foot
of the Bavarian Rhön mountains
The premium trail “Extratour Königsweg” starts in the magnificent spa park - and follows in the footsteps of King Ludwig
I. around Bad Brückenau. To date, the historic buildings of
the famous regular guest characterize the Lower Franconian

City of Wetter in the Hessian mountains: Klosterberg, Diebsturm and Grenzgang
Around 1600, the small town of Wetter was one of the “most
exclusive towns in Hesse.” Today, it is a historical gem just
waiting to be explored. A tour leads from the market square
with the town hall and the three oldest half-timbered houses
to the remains of the old city wall, which opens up a view
of the old town. Passing the synagogue, which is well worth
Bavarian Times | 38

Photo Credit: djd/IDM Südtirol/Laurin Moser; djd/Bad Brückenau/Hildenbrand Steffen; djd/Stadt Wetter (Hessen)

Why look into the distance...

TRavel
health resort with its seven healing springs. Between
the Sinntal and the Rhön mountains, twelve hiking tours,
Nordic walking routes and cycle paths invite you to go
on excursions and discovery tours. Afterwards there is time
for relaxing wellness and health-promoting healing treatments, for example in the sauna area of the Sinnflut thermal
baths, in the healing water pools or at the spring of the Georgi-Spring, which was the first healing water in Bavaria that
was recognized by the statutory health insurance companies
as being prescribable. Information and directions with GPX
data can be found at www.bad-brueckenau.de.
South Tyrol: Sustainable pleasure hiking with
chestnuts, pears and roses
Spoiled by the sun, the hiking season in South Tyrol starts
early and lures you higher and higher with each stage. Sunny
valley locations invite you to take walks through forests, along
apple orchards or vines. In May, you can go up the low mountain ranges, for example on the Eisacktaler Keschtnweg trail,
following the traces of the sweet chestnut. And from June, the
Dolomites lure you into mountain hikes. Sustainable nature
conservation is close to the heart of the South Tyroleans.
This also applies to climate-neutral accommodations, regional, seasonal cuisine and wellness offers with the treasures
of nature. Here, for example, old pear varieties and famous
roses celebrate their grand entrance. More information, hiking trails and webcams can be found at www.suedtirol.info.

- ADVERTORIAL-

An experience for
young and old –
the largest rock
labyrinth in Europe
Hardly any place in the central
Fichtelgebirge mountains can be
as horrifying and beautiful at the
same time as the rock labyrinth
near the town of Wunsiedel.
Hiking along gorges and caves and discovering the uniqueness of a mystical
natural landscape: the rock labyrinth on
Luisenburg castle promises an eventful excursion for the whole family. Here,
adults, active senior citizens and children can climb for a day, force their way
through narrow passages and climb up
to wonderful vantage points. A specially
designed tour takes you into the world
of 300 million year old granite rock formations wildly piled on top of each other.
This
landscape has alrea39 |breathtaking
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ROCK LABYRINTH
LUISENBURG
FOUNTAIN FEST
CITIZENS‘ PARK KATHARINENBERG
WITH BIRD OF PREY PARK
TI Wunsiedel - Jean-Paul-Str. 5 - 95632 Wunsiedel
09232/602-162 - touristinfo@wunsiedel.de - www.wunsiedel.de

Queen Luise and Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe. Come in and let yourself be fascinated by this special natural spectacle
that man and nature have equally created. The award as „National Geotope“
underlines the special geological importance and rarity of this unique granite sea.

Open April – November,
daily from 8.30 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Phone: 09232-5673 | Rock Labyrinth Cashier
touristinfo @ wunsiedel.de | www.wunsiedel.de

Go on an expedition in the middle of Mexico: Your adventurous journey leads through mysterious Mayan ruins,
lush plants and a colorful fiesta - until it suddenly goes
downhill... steeply downhill! On Chiapas you will experience the steepest descent of a water ride in the world
- and a fusion of attraction and theme world that can only
be found in Phantasialand in Brühl near Cologne!

It's finally that time of the year again: The amusement parks have opened their doors and invite you
to exciting adventures and lots of action. Find out
here which are the most popular amusement parks
in Germany and what awaits you there. A good dose
of fun is definitely pre-programmed here!

Photo Credit: Europa-Park GmbH & Co Mack KG; Phantasialand Schmidt-Löffelhardt GmbH & Co. KG

A day filled with adrenaline rushes, smiling faces
and a wonderful time spent together: amusement
parks in Germany guarantee action and fun for the
whole family. In amusement parks you can experience an unforgettable time and relax from the
stressful everyday life. I will introduce you to the
most popular German amusement parks with the
coolest attractions for young and old.

Phantasialand in Brühl near Cologne
Phantasialand is one of the most popular amusement parks in
Germany. In winter, the entire park is transformed into a magical winter dream and impresses its guests with a bright, Christmassy atmosphere.
If one day in Phantasialand is not enough for you, you have the
option of spending the night in one of the beautiful themed hotels Matamba or Ling Bao. While the Hotel Matamba takes you
into the “exotic world of Africa,” you can spend the night in the
Ling Bao in a “Far Eastern oasis of well-being.” The hotels are
just as child-friendly as the amusement park, and dogs are also
welcome in the park. However, they must be on a leash during
their stay and of course they may not be taken to the attractions.
With more than 50 attractions and shows, the park offers plenty
of fun.
Admission to Fantasyland:
Adults: €57
Seniors & children from 4-11 years: €47
Children under 4 years: free
Birthday children: free

The most beautiful
amusement parks
in Germany
Europa Park in Rust
Europa-Park is an amusement park and adventure resort in Rust
in Baden-Württemberg. Europa-Park is also perfect for a short
trip, because a total of six hotels, a camp resort and a campsite
welcome visitors to Europa-Park. The hotels are extremely wellrated, and the gastronomy in particular is highly praised.
Dogs are also welcome. At the entrance you get free "doggy bags," because the dog owners have to take care of pet
hygiene in the park themselves. In addition, the four-legged
friends must be on a leash and have no access to restaurants
or attractions.
The most famous attraction in Europa-Park is probably the "Silver Star" roller coaster which is one of the highest and fastest
roller coasters in Europe. The water roller coaster "Poseidon"
offers water fun and in the "blue fire Mega coaster" you will be
accelerated to 100 km/h in 2.5 seconds. In the 2019/20 season,
a new attraction opened its doors again: the Scandinavian theme
area opened and delights visitors with colorful facades and lots
of North German delicacies. In addition, fjord rafting has been
expanded.
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At the entrance to the dark roller
coaster at Europa-Park in Rust,
a faithful replica of the "Moulin
Rouge" welcomes you - the landmark of Parisian nightlife, which has
shone on the Montmartre hill since
the 19th century. Stroll through
a waiting area filled with different
scenes and intricately detailed
decorations of the "Moulin Rouge"
before boarding the fiery red trains.

More information and webpages about the amusement
parks can be found here.

Admission to Europa-Park:
Adults: from €55
Seniors & children from 4-11 years: €47
Children under 4 years: free
Birthday children up to 12 years: free

Admission to Heide Park:
Adults: €54
Children from 3 to 11 years: €42
Children under 3 years: free
Birthday children: free

Heide Park in Soltau
Unforgettable days can also be experienced at Heide Park in
Soltau in Lower Saxony. If you would like to spend several days
at Heide Park Soltau, then the park not only offers the Holiday
Camp but also comfortable overnight accommodations at the
in-house adventure hotel.

Movie Park Germany in Bottrop-Kirchhellen
"Welcome to the movies” - That's the motto of the Movie Park
Germany in Bottrop.

Heide Park offers more than 50 shows and attractions you
should not miss. A visit is especially worthwhile for roller coaster
lovers. The main attractions of the park are definitely the “Flight
of Demons” and “Octopus” roller coasters, as well as the wooden roller coaster “Colossos,” which is making a comeback this
year. If you need a break from adrenaline, you can swing through
green treetops in the high ropes course. One thing is certain:
Heide Park is an amusement park with a high fun factor for all
ages.
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A special highlight in the Movie Park is the annual Halloween
Horror Festival. Every year in October, the amusement park turns
into a breathtaking horror event. You move between monsters,
zombies and other characters with chainsaws, from which you
want to flee - but don't worry: the "monsters" are actually very
nice and are always happy to take photos.
Special attractions with a high fun factor are the water ride
"Bermuda Triangle," the roller coaster "MP Xpress" and the wellknown wooden roller coaster "The Bandit." “Star Trek: Operation Enterprise,” a roller coaster that gives you an adrenaline
rush with a twisted halfpipe that is unique in Europe, was added

travel

The 1:30 scale model of Neuschwanstein Castle was
built from over 300,000 LEGO® bricks. It is an impressive four and a half meters long and a full three meters
high. More than 400 windows in 30 different shapes
were made for the model in LEGOLAND® in Günzburg.

in 2018. Furthermore, there are numerous attractions for
families and children in different theme worlds. The power
tower "The High Fall" is ready for the brave. Warner Bros.
characters also walk through the park. Of course, the cute
Minions are particularly popular.
Admission Movie Park:
Adults: €52.90
Children from 4 to 11 years: €46.90
Children under 4 years: free
Dogs not allowed.

Photo Credit: LEGOLAND, PLAYMOBIL-FunPark; Heide Park Resort, BELANTIS/Eric Kemnitz, HANSA-PARK Freizeit- und Familienpark GmbH & Co. KG

Hansa Park in Sierksdorf
Schleswig-Holstein also has something really great to offer: the
Hansa Park in Sierksdorf. You can book great accommodations
right by the sea around Hansa-Park, so that you can combine a
trip to the amusement park with a short vacation by the sea. The
park now also has its own resort right on the Baltic Sea, making
your holiday even less complicated. Ideal for families!
With more than 125 attractions such as roller coasters or water rides, the amusement park is prepared for every visitor. The
"HOLSTEIN TOWER" provides a view over the entire park and
is therefore particularly popular with visitors. A total of twelve
themed areas are just waiting to be explored. In addition to the
great variety of rides, the range of gastronomy in the numerous
kiosks and restaurants should not be neglected. So if you've
always wanted to combine an amusement park and the sea,
you've definitely come to the right place. Ideal for a short holiday
with the whole family!
Admission to Hansa Park:
Adults: €44
Seniors & children from 4 to 11 years: €35
Children under 4 years: free
Birthday children up to 12 years: free
LEGOLAND® in Günzburg
Fun and action is guaranteed at LEGOLAND® in Günzburg near
Ulm – and not just for LEGO® fans. LEGOLAND® offers a wide
range of accommodation options: In addition to the themed
rooms pirates, knights, adventurers, Egypt and racing drivers
as well as camping in the LEGOLAND® holiday village, you can
also stay overnight in one of the partner hotels. But at LEGOLAND® it is definitely worth checking into one of the accommodations and having an unforgettable time with the entire family.
The park enchants with a loving design that presents you with
the LEGO® brick in all possible colors and shapes.
In general, all attractions at LEGOLAND® are very lovingly designed and therefore a real guarantee for enjoyment and fun.
The shows also leave nothing to be desired. LEGOLAND® is
perfect for an eventful time with the entire family!
Admission to LEGOLAND®:
Adults: €54.00
Children 3-11 years: €48.00
Children under 3 years: free
Safariland in Schloss Holte-Stukenbrock
In Safariland at Schloss Holte-Stukenbrock in North Rhine-Westphalia you will find a beautiful landscape with wild animals.

In addition to numerous attractions, you will find Europe's first
"swinging boat" here. A swimming pool for younger visitors also
provides fun in the summer. But what is special are the wild
animals. In the park you will encounter white tigers, lions, zebra
horse Eclyse, cheetahs, elephants, giraffes and many other animals. A highlight is the VIP Safari which takes you and up to five
other friends through the park's own "savannah" in a van. For the
brave among you there is a high ropes course above the cheetah enclosure. The rollercoasters and the four "Mega Rides" are
also great fun. If you need a break afterwards, you can help
yourself at one of the numerous snack bars.
Admission to Safariland:
Adults: €29.50
Children 3-12 years: €25.50
Children under 3 years: free
BELANTIS amusement park near Leipzig
The BELANTIS amusement park in Leipzig is a real highlight in
eastern Germany. More than 500,000 visitors come every year
to experience an action-packed day in the various themed areas. The park has repeatedly been awarded the certificate for
a "family-friendly tourist leisure facility" and proudly carries this
honor. There are eight themed worlds to discover: In the BELANTIS castle, shows, the castle café and a chain carousel await the
guests. Here you can slowly get in the mood for the upcoming
action. Then it gets wet in the “Valley of the Pharaohs.” The water
ride will take you down through pyramids. If you want, you can
shake off all pursuers at the "desert rally."
The BELANTIS amusement park captures visitors with a great
selection of attractions for young and old. If you want to relax
a little between the roller coasters and the playground, you can
also watch one of the shows. Between attractions, you can also
refresh yourself in the castle café, at a few snack bars and in
the restaurants in the theme worlds. There is truly something
here for everyone.
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Admission BELANTIS:
Adults: €39.90
Children 4-10 years: €34.90
Children under 4 years: free
Adventure Park Tripsdrill in Cleebonn
In Baden-Württemberg, the Tripsdrill adventure park will make
your eyes light up. You can discover more than 100 attractions here and get an adrenaline rush on the roller coasters.
Tripsdrill is idyllically situated in the Württemberg nature and
- adapted to this environment - a wild animal enclosure also
awaits you here.

PLAYMOBIL-FunPark

Heide Park Resort

There is something to experience here not only for adrenaline
junkies and families: between attractions, the park offers great
opportunities to understand life in Baden-Württemberg a few decades ago with the vinarium, the wash house and the cheerful
vineyard. There is also a diverse range of gastronomy whose
food varies with the seasons and offers typical dishes such as
Maultaschen and spaetzle. Those who wish can stay overnight
in the park's nature reserve. Tree houses and shepherd wagons
invite you to spend cozy nights.
Admission Tripsdrill:
Adults: €38
Children 4-11 years: €33
Children under 4 years: free
Birthday children up to 11 years free, from 12 years €21
Playmobil FunPark Zirndorf
The Playmobil FunPark in Zirndorf near Nuremberg in Bavaria is
equally popular with parents and children. You probably never
grow out of the age at which you like Playmobil. The motto of the
park is clear: "Play - Move - Experience." From April 4 to November 6, 2022, children can climb, play and really burn off energy
here on 9,000 sqm from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

BELANTIS family leisure park

There are plenty of playgrounds that invite you to climb, dig and
explore. Children can play with all their senses in the Playmobil
FunPark. If you want, you can fight an air hockey battle with your
family. Then it's off to the pirate ship, the climbing course, or the
giant bouncy cushion. A new pirate area opened in 2019. Always
there - great Playmobil backdrops that are not only there to look
at, but also to touch.
For the adults there is a great beer garden, which invites you to
linger over a cold drink.
Franconian delicacies such as sausages with cabbage, meat
loaf and great children's dishes are also served. In the café bar
there are many delicious cakes and tarts, ice cream in the ice
cream boutique and crepes at the snack point - ideal for a small
afternoon snack.

HANSA-PARK

If you are still looking for an activity for the entire family, you can
swing a club in the 500 sqm mini golf area for an additional €4
to €5.
Admission to the Playmobil Fun Park:
Adults: high season €15.90
Children up to 3 years: free
Birthday children: free
Dogs not allowed
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Spring is here – the right garden
furniture is waiting for you
The first rays of sunshine lure us into the garden, onto the terrace or onto the balcony.
With the right, comfortable furniture for your home, you can create a wonderful holiday feeling.
Enjoy sunny moments outdoors.
Read a book, have breakfast with the
birds chirping, or just relax. With the
right chairs, tables and loungers for
your outdoor area, it will be as cozy
as in your living room.
Your home is your feel-good place
and retreat. The more important it is
to be able to enjoy the time in your
own outdoor area. Your patio should
meet all your needs, with all the
comfort you could wish for.

The selection of Möbelhof garden
furniture is varied, especially in terms
of size, shape, color, material and
style. Whether you upgrade your terrace with classic garden furniture, or
would like to upgrade your balcony
with modern, filigree furniture: At
Möbelhof you can count on finding
the right thing furniture and also having the choice between different accessories for every requirement and
taste - of course also to take away.

well-being. With Möbelhof garden
furniture you create the perfect atmosphere to enjoy the first rays of
sunshine together with your loved
ones.

In our large garden department you
will always find the right outdoor furniture. Our Möbelhof furnishing experts will be happy to help you and
advise you on the individual design
of your outdoor area.
Would you like to take your new garden furniture home with you? No
problem! Möbelhof offers vans from
a purchase value of €250. Make an
appointment and a free van will be
ready for you. You can use it free of
charge within a radius of 100 km.
Immerse yourself in our large garden
world and let yourself be inspired.
With us you are guaranteed to find
your new favorite piece. Transform
your outdoor area into an oasis of

Möbelhof Parsberg
Lindlbergstraße 26 // 92331 Parsberg
Mo.-Fr.: 9.30 a.m.-7.00 p.m.
Sa.: 9.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.

www.moebelhof.de

OPENING OF THE
GARDEN MARKET

Variety of brands
Looking for new garden furniture and
garden decoration?

for your dream garden.
R

Discover a huge selection of garden
furniture from well-known
manufacturers in our garden center.
Is your car too small?
Simply reserve a van.
Free of charge from a purchase
value of €250.

Möbelhof Parsberg
Lindlbergstraße 26 // 92331 Parsberg
Mon. - Fri.: 9.30 a.m. - 7 p.m. // Sat.: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

www.moebelhof.de

Living made for me.

Gartenmöbel • Auﬂagen • Accessoires

Parsberg
Ingolstadt
moebelhof.de

meet bavaria

The most beautiful lakes in Bavaria

The landscape in Bavaria is unique. And those who like to be
out in nature should not miss the lakes during a vacation in
Bavaria. From the third largest lake in Germany to the lake with
a fabulous mountain panorama, everything is there.

Lake Eibsee: The water of the Eibsee shimmers almost like
in the Caribbean when the sun is shining. And best of all: You
can even swim in the Eibsee. In summer the water temperature rises to up to 22° Celsius. You can also try your hand
at a stand up paddling or treat yourself to an ice cream and
enjoy the panoramic view. Do you want to enjoy the lake from
a bird's eye view? The Zugspitze cable car runs not far from
the lake and gives you a magnificent view of the Eibsee.

even more action with canyoning or rafting in the Entenlochklamm. The island of Herrenchiemsee not only offers idyllic
parks for walking, but is also the location of the magnificent
palace of King Ludwig II.
Lake Hintersee: In the Berchtesgadener Land region you
will find Lake Hintersee, embedded in the magic forest. The
lake is particularly popular with photographers, and there is no
shortage of motifs. Depending on the weather, the lake sparkles emerald green, the mountains are reflected in the water and
the shores are lined with tall, dense trees. This scenery is also
beautiful to look at from the water. Rowing and pedal boats can
be hired on site, and an electric boat operates in the summer
months.

Photo Credits: Berchtesgadener Land Tourismus GmbH, pwmotion -stock.adobe.com, Der Tegernsee, Dietmar Denger,

Lake Königssee: In the middle of the Berchtesgadener
Land region you will find one of the most famous lakes in
Germany. The Königsee is one of the cleanest mountain
lakes and is popular with visitors not only because of its
emerald-green water, but also because of the great photo
opportunity: the St. Bartholomew church is located on the
western shore of the lake on a small peninsula. If you want,
you can swim in Lake Königsee or rent a rowing boat. In
addition, passenger ships operate regularly on the lake.

Lake Tegernsee: On the weekend, the Tegernsee is a popular destination, especially for Munich residents. The lake
is around 50km south of the Bavarian capital. Those who are
there can stroll along the shore or make themselves comfortable in a beer garden. Away from Lake Tegernsee, you can
cycle from alp to alp on the delicacy trail. By the way: not
far from Tegernsee you will find the (quieter and less known)
Lake Schliersee.

Lake Chiemsee: Are you fans of water sports? Then Lake
Chiemsee is the ideal place for you. On Bavaria's largest lake
(almost 80 square meters) you can go sailing, kiting and surfing, kayaking, swimming or stand up paddling. And there is

Scan me! Read more
about the Berchtesgadener Land in issue
04/2017 on pages 46-47

Lake Walchensee: At Walchensee, it is not unlikely to experience a bit of a Caribbean feeling because of the bright turquoise color of its water in the sunshine. In terms of temperatures,
however, the Walchensee is far removed from the Caribbean.
Due to its depth (up to 190 meters), the water temperature rarely rises above 20° Celsius. By the way, you can also dive at the
Walchensee. The visibility is up to 40 meters and underwater
you will not only come across fish, but also boat and plane
wrecks.
| by Editor
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In the spring of 1927, the saloon steamer "Ludwig Fessler" was
put into service. Even today, the paddle steamer is a real eyecatcher and a ride with it is a special experience.

The Bavarian Sea: Lake Chiemsee
(djd). The "Bavarian Sea" attracts visitors with magnificent Alpine views, sports and culture. Following is our overview of the
castle, islands and tips for day trips.
Inspiration
Lake Chiemsee is the largest lake in Bavaria and is located in
the picturesque Alpine foothills. It is not only its scenic beauty
that makes it so appealing, but also the wide range of leisure
activities that make it one of the most important sights in Germany.

Highlights on Lake Chiemsee
The islands of Herrenchiemsee and Frauenchiemsee are connected by the Chiemsee shipping fleet to the towns of Prien
and Gstadt all year round, and additionally to Bernau, Übersee,
Chieming and Seebruck in the summer months. The islands
themselves have a special charm, lively, dreamy and delightful
in winter, combined with culture, religion and tradition:

Take a boat, rowboat or pedal boat across Lake Chiemsee,
sail or surf on the lake and/or swim in Lake Chiemsee. The
famous Chiemsee cycle path and the Chiemsee circular route
for pedestrians lead around the lake, and many other cycling
and hiking routes run along the lake.

Why Lake Chiemsee is so beautiful:
• 1,000 photo motifs: Perfect sea backdrop with alpine
panorama
• Swimming and many other water sports
• Bavarian specialties around the lake such as Chiemsee
whitefish and monastery marzipan
• royal castle moments on Herreninsel, atmosphere
on Fraueninsel
• Year-round boat tours to the Chiemsee islands

Cycling with a view of Campanile.

With an area of 79.9
km², Lake Chiemsee is
the largest lake in Bavaria and after Lake Constance and Lake Müritz,
the third largest lake in
Germany.

On Herrenchiemsee you can visit the region’s most famous
sight all year round: Herrenchiemsee Palace. King Ludwig II
had it built from 1878 until his death in 1886, based on the
model of Versailles Palace. The ceremonial rooms of the castle
can be visited on a guided tour. It is also worth visiting King
Ludwig Museum, the gardens with the trick water fountains and
the Augustinian Monastery with the Constitution Museum, historical halls and the Chiemsee Painter Gallery. A hike through
the impressive park of the palace and across the park-like island is a pleasure during every season.
Fraueninsel is a picturesque and dreamy idyll with a unique
allure. First, it was pilgrims, later painters and today, it is the
tourists who discover the island. You can enjoy a freshly caught
Chiemsee whitefish, enjoy the view over the lake from the many
terrace cafes, or pay a visit to the Benedictine monastery shop.
The marzipan still hand-made in the monastery and the liqueur
are world-famous.

Photo Credit: Chiemsee-Alpenland Tourismus (3), Robert Kneschke - stock.adobe com

During the summer months, the Chiemsee ring line circles Lake
Chiemsee and allows for many trips and tours using public
transportation. And don't forget the beautifully located beer
gardens or beach bars which will help you understand Bavarian coziness!

meet bavaria

1. The fairy tale castles
As the largest federal state in terms of area and the
second largest in terms of population, Bavaria has
had a major impact on how Germany is perceived
abroad. This includes the romantic castles of King
Ludwig II. Neuschwanstein (photo), for example, attracts masses of tourists from all over the world every year and is said to have inspired Walt Disney.

2. Wagner and the Festival
Ludwig II was a big fan of the composer Richard Wagner and therefore also his patron. Wagner himself is
not from Bavaria, he was born in Leipzig. But later he
made Bayreuth the center of his operatic universe.
The Bayreuth Festival attracts classical music fans
from all over the world to Bavaria every year.

3. "Mia san mia"
Also famous: FC Bayern Munich. It has been the German soccer champion for years and is Germany's
largest sports club. In the center of the team logo:
the blue and white flag of Bavaria. "Mia san Mia" - we
are we - say the Bavarians and mean: “We are the
best.” And that seems to be the case in soccer at
the moment...

Six things

that belong to Bavaria
Many things that are considered "typically German" are actually
specifically Bavarian. Be it the traditional clothes, the large beer
mugs or the romantic mountain landscapes. But Bavaria also has
other things to offer.

4. Bavarian fashion

Photo Credit: JFL Photography; karepa; M. Wild Photography – stock.adobe.com

"Do you all wear lederhosen in Germany?" Many
a German abroad has heard this question. No we
don't! But their traditional clothes are still important
to the Bavarians: Dirndls and "Krachlederne" are
worn on special occasions, and there is actually a
society that is committed to preserving the traditional appearance.

5. Blue Jeans - from Bavaria
Not only the Lederhosen come from Bavaria. Jeans
also originate from here: their inventor was Levi
Strauss. Born in Bamberg, he emigrated with his
family to the USA at the age of 18, where he took
American citizenship and changed his original name
"Löb" to "Levi." Unlike lederhosen, jeans are actually worn throughout Germany.

6. Sneaker freaks
And even more fashion comes from Bavaria: Two
shoemakers from Herzogenaurach found the "Brothers Dassler Shoe Factory" in 1924. In 1936, they convinced US athlete Jesse Owens to wear shoes they
had made at the Olympic Games in Berlin. A complete success. Later, the brothers separate after a
dispute: one founded Adidas, the other Puma.
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Creamy “schwammerl”
with bread dumplings

Ingredients for four people:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

600 g mushrooms (preferably porcini,
chanterelles and button mushrooms)
1 medium onion
4 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
½ bunch of fresh parsley
500 ml vegetable broth
1 cup cream
0.2 l white wine (tart)
Pepper (white) and salt
freshly cooked bread dumplings

First, a little explanation for all non-Bavarians: Mushrooms are
called “schwammerl” in Bavaria and Austria. If someone claims
that Bavarians only eat meat, this is herewith refuted. Creamy
mushrooms with bread dumplings come from Bavarian cuisine
and are a vegetarian dish! There is no meat, sausage or bacon
in either the sauce or the bread dumplings.
Bavarian cuisine is known for its heartiness and the aromatic
taste of the dishes. Although the creamy mushrooms, as the
name suggests, are served in a sauce made from cream, it is
a dish with a strong taste. A mixture of Egerling mushrooms,
porcini mushrooms and chanterelle mushrooms provides for the
best aroma.

7.

The flour is stirred into the melted butter and
fried until golden. It is constantly stirred to prevent it from caking.

8.

Slowly pour the white wine into the hot flourbutter mixture while stirring vigorously. Stirring
is important to avoid lumps from forming.

9.

Then the vegetable broth is poured over it. Now
the sauce has to simmer for about three minutes.

Preparation:
1.

The mushrooms are cleaned thoroughly (if
possible without water).

2.

Large mushrooms are cut into bite-sized pieces, small mushrooms are not divided.

3.

The onion is peeled and cut into small cubes.

4.

Then two tablespoons of the butter are placed
in a large pan. When the butter has melted, add
the diced onions and sauté until translucent.

5.

The mushroom mixture is then placed on the
onions, parsley is sprinkled on top and seasoned with salt and pepper. Mix everything well
and simmer for about 10 minutes over medium
heat with the lid closed.

6.

In the meantime, melt the remaining butter in a
second large pan.
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10. Then the cream is poured in, the mushrooms
are mixed in and everything is stirred well.
11. Do not cook any more, but season again with
salt and pepper, if necessary.

The creamy mushrooms are served immediately with a large bread dumpling. Garnished with a
bunch of parsley and a delicious dry Franconian
wine, the mushroom meal is perfect.

Photo Credit: HLPhoto – stock.adobe.com

Recipe for Creamy
Mushrooms with
Bread Dumplings:

food & Drinks

Recipe tip:

Bring variety into the kitchen

with raw ham specialties
(djd). Above all, enjoyment has to do with diversity. Typical
regional specialties bring variety to the menu and ensure
special culinary moments. The many raw ham variants are a
good example of this: the characteristic North German cottage ham, which is gently smoked over beech wood, has
completely different flavors than a strong Black Forest ham
or a Spanish Serrano with its mild, nutty taste.

Regional ham specialties,
traditionally processed
The following applies to high-quality raw ham: the finer the
specialties are cut, the better their respective aromas can
unfold. It also pays off to pay attention to quality features
and high-quality raw products. In addition, the ham is given
enough time, often many months, to mature in peace. You
should therefore also take some time to enjoy it: it is a good
idea not to eat the ham straight from the fridge, but to let it
warm up to room temperature first so you can taste all its
nuances. The recipe ideas for spring-like ham dishes are as
numerous as the variety of ham. Here is a particularly tasty
example: Black Forest ham makes for an aromatic combination with grilled vegetables and crusty bread.

Recipe tip:

Grilled ratatouille
skewers with Black
Forest ham
Ingredients for 4 persons:
• 1 eggplant
• 1 zucchini
• 1 red pepper
• 1 yellow pepper
• 2 packs of Black Forest ham, 80g each
• 4 red onions
• Salt and pepper

For the dip and toast:
• 250g Greek yoghurt
• 1 lemon
• Sea-salt
• Ground pepper
• 1 pinch of sugar
• Olive oil
• Garlic

Preparation:

Photo Credit: djd/www.abraham.de

Wash the vegetables. Halve the eggplant and zucchini
lengthwise and cut into strips about 2 cm thick. Halve the
peppers, remove the core and cut into large pieces. Peel
the onions and quarter or halve them depending on their
size. Put the vegetable pieces alternately onto the skewers
and lightly salt them. For the dip, mix the yoghurt with some
ground pepper and lemon juice and season with olive oil,
sea salt and a pinch of sugar. Preheat the grill to medium,
brown the vegetable skewers and baguette or ciabatta slices evenly on both sides. Season the finished skewers with
pepper. Drizzle the toast with olive oil and rub with garlic. Arrange everything together with several slices of Black Forest
ham and serve.

Raw ham specialties - whether from Germany, France or Spain add variety to the menu.
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